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ABSTRACT 
 
The aim of this study is to model the macroscopic response of light-activated 
shape memory polymers (LASMPs) subject to mechanical loadings and exposure to light 
at certain wavelengths and frequencies. When exposed to external stimuli of mechanical, 
thermal, photochemical and other origins, polymers undergo microstructural changes, 
e.g., scission, crosslinking, crystallization, etc. These microstructural changes affect the 
macroscopic performance of the polymers. In this study, in order to incorporate the 
effect of microstructural changes on the macroscopic response of light-activated shape 
memory polymers, we formulate constitutive models based on the notion that the natural 
configuration of the body under consideration evolves during its response. The 
theoretical framework appeals to a multi-network approach consisting of two 
microstructural networks, which are the original network and the new network formed 
owing to a light activation. Firstly two different nonlinear elastic models are considered 
based on photo-tunable molecular crosslinks (PMC) LASMPs. The first model assumes 
the two networks are isotropic. The second model takes into account the directional 
preference owing to the anisotropy of the second network that is formed. Several 
classical boundary value problems involving homogeneous and inhomogeneous 
deformations are studied. We also investigate two nonlinear constitutive relations and 
different loading modes. The results highlight the differences in the responses when 
isotropic and anisotropic models are considered.  
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Furthermore, with a view toward incorporating two different mechanisms and 
determining the effect of the viscoelasticity of the polymers, a single integral model is 
adopted to incorporate the viscoelastic response in the original and second networks. We 
study the response of viscoelastic light-activated shape memory polymers subject to 
uniaxial and biaxial tension. Parametric studies are carried out to obtain a better 
understanding of the effect of quantities such as relaxation time and the ratio of the 
relaxation modulus to the instantaneous modulus. Finally, the model is used to describe 
the stress relaxation behavior of photo-induced network rearrangement (PNR) LASMPs 
reported in the literature. 
In order to solve boundary value problems with complex geometries and 
boundary conditions, the constitutive models based on the multi-network configuration 
are implemented in user material subroutines (UMAT) within ABAQUS finite element 
analysis. Finite element is then used to simulate and investigate the response of the 
structures integrated with LASMPs, such as folding in flexible structures to mimic 
morphing wings and shape changes in lattice structures. 
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CHAPTER I  
INTRODUCTION
* 
 
The development of new materials is one of important aspects in science and 
technology that allows overcoming current technological limitations and adding new 
functional capabilities. Material development often starts at the laboratory scale before 
they are being used in practical engineering applications. This presents several 
challenges with regards to material characterization, which is often done at the 
laboratory scale, and prediction of the overall response of real structures, such as limited 
information that can be gained from lab-scale material characterization and lack of 
systematic analyses, design and manufacturing [1]. Different applications also require 
different material performance and characteristics [1-6] in addition to constraints due to 
cost and aesthetic aspects, which can further complicate the material development and 
engineering design. There is clearly a need for analytical and design tools that are 
capable in capturing the response of structures during service conditions, while 
incorporating proper material behaviors under various external stimuli.  
Recent advances in smart or intelligent materials open doors to the development 
of adaptive structures that are actively and efficiently responding to external stimuli. For 
                                                 
*
 Part of this section is reprinted with permission from ―Modeling the response of light-activated shape 
memory polymers‖ by Zhi Yuan, Anastasia Muliana, and Kumbakonam Ramamani Rajagopal, 2017. 
Mathematics and Mechanics of Solids, 22(5), pp.1116-1143. Copyright 2017 by SAGE Publications.  
 
*
 Part of this section is reprinted with permission from ―Quasi-linear viscoelastic modeling of light-
activated shape memory polymers‖ by Yuan Zhi, Anastasia Muliana, and K. R. Rajagopal, 2017. Journal 
of Intelligent Material Systems and Structures, p.1045389X17689936.  Copyright 2017 by SAGE 
Publications.  
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example, integrating smart or intelligent materials in engineering structures allows to 
control various properties (mechanical, electrical, thermal, etc.) and functions of the 
structures to meet the performance needs [7].  Shape memory material is one kind of 
smart materials which is able to recover their original shape at the presence of right 
stimulus. This study focuses on modeling response of shape memory polymers, activated 
by light irradiation. 
 
1.1 Shape memory materials 
Shape memory materials (SMMs) have been widely used and studied in virtue of 
their unique properties. They can be programmed to have two or more different 
configurations and change back and forth between these different configurations due to 
mechanical and non-mechanical stimuli, such as heat, light, magnetic, electric, and 
water/solvent [8]. Roughly SMMs can be divided into shape memory alloys (SMAs) and 
shape memory polymers (SMPs).  
SMAs are now being used in many applications in military, commercial, and 
biomedical fields because of their obvious advantages like high strength and fast 
actuations [9]. However, the limitations of SMAs also restrict their applications such as 
high cost, limited recoverable strains, challenging processing conditions, and inflexible 
transition temperatures. Hence SMPs have been developed alternatively to overcome 
some of the drawbacks in SMAs, especially the appealing characteristics of 
biocompatibility and biodegradability of SMPs can widely extend their potential 
applications in biomedical applications such as smart implants, internal sutures and 
 3 
 
micelles used for targeted drug delivery [10-12]. Other proposed functions include 
robotics [13], artificial muscles[14], smart textiles and apparels [15],  and sensors and 
actuators [16], candidate materials for morphing aircraft and satellite structures [17, 18], 
and so on. 
The initial class of SMPs, similar to SMAs, use heat as a stimulus, which is often 
referred to thermally activated SMPs (TASMPs). They use the glass transition 
mechanism or the melt transition mechanism to switch between the rubbery phase and 
glassy/crystalline phase, which have different mechanical properties [19]. Several 
studies related to experiments, modeling and applications of TASMPs have been 
documented in the literature [60, 61]. Another class of SMPs use light irradiation to 
switch between the different phases, known as light activated SMPs (LASMPs). 
Compared to the heating protocol, light technology can be spatially controlled in a 
precise manner by selecting suitable wavelengths, polarization directions and intensity, 
and they can be easily operated from afar. Also it is reported that LASMPs need much 
less energy input to trigger network changes comparing with TASMPs (the amount of 
heat required for TASMPs is between 16.4 J/g and 324.2 J/g, the LASMPs require only 
~1.4 J/g [20][21]). It is possible to functionalize shape memory response at ambient 
temperature with athermal stimulus which can benefit many applications [17]. For 
example in minimally invasive surgery, LASMPs have the advantages of avoiding the 
tissue damage or injury due to overheating by providing the sufficient operation space. 
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1.2 Current research on LASMPs 
In LASMPs light is used as a stimulus to induce deformations in the polymers 
through microstructural changes. Depending on the type of LASMPs different 
mechanisms of microstructural changes are observed: 
1. Photothermal SMPs. They use light as a heat source to increase the temperature to 
the switch transition temperature in order to trigger the shape recovery. Typically 
particles or composites such as carbon blacks and CNTs are incorporated to improve 
the light absorption efficiency [22-24]. This kind of polymers is actually based on 
the thermally activated mechanisms. 
2. Photochemical SMPs. This type of SMPs can change shape or respond under light 
activation due to chemical structure alterations. They can be further divided into two 
categories based on the material responses [25]. The first type is the one that starts in 
an initial stress free state, and exert a force on their surroundings when stimulated, 
and then return to their initial state when the stimulus is removed, without the use of 
external forces. For example, azobenzene-containing liquid-crystal elastomers were 
found to be photo-responsive and since azobenzenes are photoisomerizable 
molecules, which can have cis- and trans- conformations under exposure to light of a 
specific wavelength [26, 27]. Triphenylmethane leuco derivatives can form 
ionization reactions and ion-pair formation under UV irradiation; thus, polymers 
incorporated with these molecules can have the property of photo-induced swelling 
and shrinkage [28, 29]. The second one is a little different which needs external 
forces to deviate from their initial state. The photosensitive molecules in the 
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polymers can form or cleave a new crosslink resulting in the shape memory effects 
due to modulus change under the irradiation of the light with some specific 
wavelength or frequencies that realize. In this thesis, the LASMPs of the second type 
of photochemical SMPs are studied. 
 
1.2.1 Experimental observation 
In 2005 Lendlein et al. [30] discovered LASMPs with photo-tunable molecular 
crosslinks (PMC) where cinnamic acid or cinnamylidene acetic acid moieties work as 
light-triggered switches incorporated into the polymer architecture. Upon exposure to 
UV light of 260nm  , a new network is formed by the photoresponsive molecules, 
and reversibly cleaved by irradiation with UV light of 260nm  . Cyclic 
photomechanical experiments on LASMPs with two different strategies were carried out 
under both stress control and strain control conditions. In this LASMP stress relaxation 
behavior is rather insignificant. The grafted polymer has the maximum strain-fixity rate 
( fR ) of 52% and the strain-recovery rate ( rR ) of 95%, while for the interpenetrating 
network fR is 33% and rR is 98%.  
Scott et al. [31] developed LASMPs which display photo-induced stress 
relaxation which is attributed to photo-induced network rearrangement (PNR) wherein 
cleavage of the residual photoinitiator molecules are formed by light instigation from 
free radicals, which can react and produce addition-fragmentation chain and transfer 
through functional groups in the polymer backbone. There are three control experiments 
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carried out to study the behavior of PNR LASMPs. All of them were subjected to the 
same mechanical loading history, namely extension for 12 minutes at the rate of 0.5% 
strain per minute and then keeping the strain constant for around one hour,  but differ 
either in the weight percentage of Irgacure 184 or in the irradiation treatment. The first 
specimen is not a standard PNR LASMPs because it had no Irgacure 184 which is a 
photo initiator although subjected to light irradiation, so it is impossible to form a new 
network. It is not within the scope of this study. The second specimen which is the 
standard setting of PNR LASMPs received both light irradiation and consists of 3 wt% 
Irgacure 184, there is a very dramatic decrease in stress, up to 70%. The third specimen 
contained 3 wt% Irgacure 184 but did not receive light irradiation, 3% decrease of the 
stress is observed. As discussed in this article depending on the external stimuli 
prescribed, the material can experience significant stress relaxation. 
For the above two LASMPs, thermal effects are insignificant and neglected. 
Polymers of similar structure to the LASMPs have specific heats ranging from 103.4 to 
215.3 J/mol*K [32]. But only a portion of the incident optical energy is absorbed as heat, 
the remaining are reflected, transmitted, and utilized for crosslinking, with a portion of 
that heat being diffused to the sample‘s surroundings, so the temperature changes very 
little to affect the property [25]. However, the thermal effects are possible to be 
important for some conditions including strong absorption of LASMPs, large intensities, 
insulating boundary conditions, highly exothermic photochemistry and so on [33]. In our 
study we will not consider the impact factor of temperature change to the mechanical 
property of LASMPs. 
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The physical mechanism of PMC LASMPs can be described by the process 
depicted in Fig. 1: in the initial configuration or permanent shape, the body is composed 
of only one network wherein the photosensitive molecules are disconnected; this is then 
loaded by a force till the body comes to a deformed shape, followed by exposing the 
material to light of a certain wavelength or frequency, the photosensitive molecules 
begin to connect to each other and form a new network; by releasing the force 
completely, the body will not go back to the original shape but attains a temporary shape, 
that is, there is some residual stretch retained in the body; further by exposing the 
material to light of another wavelength, the newly formed network will be cleaved which 
leads to the body returning gradually back to the original shape. In PMC LASMPs, 
formation of a new network due to irradiation is associated with connecting 
photosensitive molecules and it does not affect the structures of the original network. 
The mechanism of PNR LASMPs is shown as Fig. 2. Instead of the second network 
forming due to the pendant photoinitiators directly, in PNR LASMPs the embedded 
photo initiator molecules in the original network need to be cleaved under the irradiation 
of light and dissociated into free radical fragments which leads to subsequent 
fragmentation of the polymer backbone. This type of photo-induced network 
rearrangement transfers one network to another new network resulting in stress 
relaxation, which is observed macroscopically. Thus, in PNR LASMPS, as a new 
network is forming, the amount of the original network is decreasing. More details will 
be presented in the constitutive modeling and application part (Chapter II). 
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Fig. 1 Schematic plot of the mechanism of PMC LASMPs 
 
 
 
Fig. 2 Schematic plot of the mechanism of PNR LASMPs 
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1.2.2 Modeling approach 
There are currently few studies devoted to modeling the mechanical behavior of 
LASMPs. Beblo and Weiland [34] proposed a standardized in situ method for 
characterizing the temporal and spatial variations inherent in both the light stimulus and 
propagation in materials. The experimental results validated that the absorption of light 
in the polymers followed the Beer-Lambert-Bouguer Law. A chemical kinetic model is 
presented to predict the through –thickness evolution of Young‘s modulus of the 
polymers. Further Beblo and Weiland [35, 25] provided a multiscale model based on 
molecular structures to predict the soft and hard state moduli of the polymers which can 
aid the design and development of LASMPs. This model firstly used rotational isomeric 
state theory to build a molecular model of a single polymer chain, then calculated the 
entropy with respect to strain via probability density function which was needed to use 
statistical mechanics to predict the modulus of the polymer. Finally to ensure 
macroscopically fitting with property of the LASMPs, they adopted the junction 
constraint theory to consider the interaction or entanglement with neighboring chains. 
The results showed that the predicted Young‘s modulus can match well with the one 
determined experimentally in soft state but not good in hard state. Li et al. [36, 37] 
improved this chemical kinetic model and adopted it for active vibration controls by 
manipulating the frequencies of elastic beams and cylindrical shells coupled with 
LASMPs patches. 
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Sodhi and Rao [38] considered multiple natural configurations [39, 40] in order 
to describe the macroscopic behavior of LASMPs under mechanical loading and light 
activation. Their work mainly focuses on the isotropic elastic behavior of the materials, 
although they discussed the possibility of deformation-induced anisotropy in the 
response of LASMPs as they undergo large deformations. Also, in this study, Sodhi and 
Rao [38] assumed that the intensity of light was homogeneous and they also considered 
homogeneous deformations. In a recent paper, Sodhi, Cruz and Rao [41] considered 
inhomogeneous light intensity and also inhomogeneous deformations.  
Long et al. [42] developed a three-dimensional finite deformation model to 
simulate the photomechanical behavior of LASMPs with various operative mechanisms 
by incorporating light propagation through the solids, photochemistry that is responsible 
for shape memory cycle, chemical-mechanical coupling and mechanical deformation. 
They also implemented their model in a finite element setting and their model was 
capable of predicting the behavior of photo-induced stress relaxation and bending. In this 
model, they used the Arruda–Boyce eight-chain hyperelastic model to represent the 
mechanical behavior of all networks and assumed the second network was stress free at 
the moment of its creation which was also referred to follow the theory of natural 
configurations. By following this framework, they explored more about the 
photomechanics that can facilitate shape change and actuation technologies [43, 44]. 
However, this model neglected the possible anisotropy property when the polymers 
undergo large deformations, and ignored the inherent viscoelastic characteristics. 
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Most of the existing LASMPs models are based on isotropic hyperelasticity and 
do not consider the time dependent responses of polymers. However, the additional 
crosslinkings are formed based on a deformed state which may cause the second network 
has some preferred orientation and shows anisotropic performance macroscopically. As 
LASMPs undergo microstructural changes during loadings and exposure to light 
radiations, constitutive models will be derived based on multiple natural configuration 
approach. The theory of the multiple natural configurations has been used to model 
response of various materials undergoing microstructural changes such as metal 
plasticity [45], twinning induced deformation [46], viscoelastic solids and fluids [47], 
solid-to-solid phase transition [48], polymer crystallization [49], and anisotropic liquids 
[50]. It allows capturing the mechanical behavior during the process of phase 
transformation and furthermore taking the anisotropy change into consideration.  
 
1.3 Research objectives and scope 
The main objective of this study is to develop a constitutive model to describe 
the mechanical behavior of the LASMPs and obtain the solutions to the boundary value 
problems either analytically or numerically, depending on the complexity of the 
problems. The constitutive model is derived based on the theory of multiple natural 
configurations, firstly considering hyperelastic behavior for each network and then 
incorporating the viscous effect by adopting quasi-linear viscoelastic model. Both 
isotropic and anisotropic behaviors will be considered. Specific research tasks include: 
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1. Develop a nonlinear elastic constitutive framework to model full cycle of the 
mechanism of the LASMPs. Since the formation of the second network takes place on a 
deformed configuration, two elastic models will be considered, firstly both networks are 
assumed isotropic, and the other is to study the effect of anisotropic behavior induced by 
the second network.   
2. Develop a viscoelastic model to capture the relaxation behavior of the 
LASMPs. By assuming the formation of the second network can change the mechanical 
properties of LASMPs such as shear modulus or relaxation characteristic time, we aims 
to unify both PMC and PNR mechanisms into one framework by considering the PNR 
mechanism may cause obvious stress relaxation while PMC does not. Then use the 
model to capture the experimental data of LASMPs available in literature. 
3. Implement the above constitutive models in ABAQUS finite element via user 
subroutines. For the problems with more complex geometry or boundary conditions, it is 
almost impossible to obtain analytical solutions. Finite element method is used to obtain 
approximate solutions to boundary value problems. 
4. Simulate shape changes in several structural components consisting of 
LASMPs under various loading conditions and geometries using finite element method. 
This tool can be used to analyze and design structural components with shape changing 
capabilities. 
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1.4 Dissertation organization 
Chapter II presents the details of constitutive framework to model the mechanical 
behavior of LASMPs. Isotropic and anisotropic elastic models are developed based on 
PMC mechanism. Then some one-dimensional boundary value problems are carried out 
to observe the shape memory behavior and highlight the anisotropic effects. Next a 
general viscoelastic model is developed to capture the stress relaxation behavior of 
LASMPs. This model can be applicable to describe both PMC and PNR LASMPs which 
have different underlying physical mechanisms by assuming the formation or breakage 
of the networks causes the changes of the mechanical properties. Parametric studies are 
investigated for PMC LASMPs, and stress relaxation behavior is captured to calibrate 
the experimental data of PNR LASMPs. 
Chapter III implements the constitutive models in ABAQUS FE using user 
subroutines. The formulations are derived based on the strain energy in terms of 
invariants of stretch tensors. The validations of the subroutines are conducted by 
simulating simple deformation processes and compared the response to the ones 
obtained from analytical solutions. 
Chapter IV presents several simulations on the shape reconfiguration responses 
of LASMP-integrated structures under different loading conditions. 
Chapter V summaries the research outcomes and provides some recommendation 
for the future work. 
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CHAPTER II  
CONSTITUTIVE MODELING OF LIGHT-ACTIVATED SHAPE MEMORY 
POLYMERS
† 
 
In this chapter, related works are performed on understanding responses of 
LASMPs, considering both elastic and viscoelastic behaviors. The constitutive model is 
based on a multi-network approach consisting of two microstructural networks, which 
are the original network and the second network that is formed due to light irradiation. A 
single integral model is adopted to incorporate the viscoelastic responses in the original 
and second networks. Parametric studies are carried out in order to obtain a better 
understanding of the effect of quantities such as material anisotropy, different nonlinear 
elastic responses, relaxation time and the ratio of the relaxation modulus to the 
instantaneous modulus. Several examples of boundary value problems are presented. 
 
2.1 Preliminaries 
This section summarizes the general kinematics and balance equations that are 
necessary for our study. Let us consider an abstract body B placed in a three dimensional 
Euclidean space Ɛ through a one parameter family of placers  . Let ( )R B be a 
                                                 
†
 Part of this section is reprinted with permission from ―Modeling the response of light-activated shape 
memory polymers‖ by Zhi Yuan, Anastasia Muliana, and Kumbakonam Ramamani Rajagopal, 2017. 
Mathematics and Mechanics of Solids, 22(5), pp.1116-1143. Copyright 2017 by SAGE Publications.  
 
†
 Part of this section is reprinted with permission from ―Quasi-linear viscoelastic modeling of light-
activated shape memory polymers‖ by Yuan Zhi, Anastasia Muliana, and K. R. Rajagopal, 2017. Journal 
of Intelligent Material Systems and Structures, p.1045389X17689936.  Copyright 2017 by SAGE 
Publications.  
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reference configuration of the body and let ( )t B   denote the configuration of the body 
at time t. The placers are assumed to be one to one mappings and hence we can associate 
a function χ, referred to as the motion, assigns to each point of the body in a reference 
configuration a point in the current configuration of the body at time t. For any particle P 
belonging to the abstract body, let X  be the position of the particle in some reference 
configuration, and x  be the position at current configuration, then the motion of the 
body is expressed as: 
 
( , )
R
tx X   (2.1) 
The deformation gradient is then given as: 
 
( , ) R
R
t





F X
X

 (2.2) 
The left and right Cauchy-Green tensors are defined through (for notational convenience 
we shall henceforth drop the suffix R ): 
 
T T ，B FF C F F  (2.3) 
For homogeneous incompressible materials, the balance of mass reduces to: 
 det F 1=
 or
 
( ) 0div v
 (2.4) 
Here, v  is the velocity of the body. The balance of linear momentum is given by: 
 
[ ] Tdiv
t
 

   

v
v v b
 (2.5) 
where   is the Cauchy stress and b is the specific body force. For quasi-static motion, 
in the absence of body forces, the above equation is reduces to 
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 0
Tdiv   (2.6) 
The balance of angular momentum leads to symmetric of the Cauchy stress 
tensor: 
 
T    (2.7) 
and thus 
 0div   (2.8) 
 
2.2 The notion of multiple natural configurations 
A detailed discussion of the notion of natural configurations can be found in 
Rajagopal [34], and Rajagopal and Srinivasa [35]. Here, we shall merely motivate the 
main aspects of the same. One can think of the natural configuration as a configuration 
that a body takes in the absence of any external stimuli. The classical theory of elasticity 
presumes that an elastic body has one natural configuration, which is the stress free state. 
In bodies that are capable of producing entropy (within a purely mechanical context 
capable of dissipation), the natural configuration of the body changes as the body 
undergoes a dissipative process. Such is indeed the case in a variety of situations such as 
inelastic and viscoelastic response of materials, twinning, phase transition, growth, etc. 
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Fig. 3 A schematic sketch showing the notion of natural configurations 
 
In order to clearly illustrate the notion of the evolution of natural configurations 
we discuss the inelastic response of bodies as depicted in Fig. 3. When the material is 
deformed so that its configuration lies outside its initial elastic domain OO‘, dissipation 
takes place. Then upon unloading, the material will display a different elastic response 
which has a new elastic domain and range, such as AA‘, BB‘ or CC‘. For instance, 
traditional elastic-plastic response, as depicted in Figure 3, can be considered as a class 
of elastic responses from an evolving set of natural configurations. Within a 
thermodynamic framework, the evolution of the natural configuration is determined by 
the maximization of entropy production.  
It is noted that the evolution of natural configurations has been used successfully 
to describe classical plasticity [45], twinning [46], the response of viscoelastic solids and 
fluids [47], solid-to-solid phase transition [48], polymer crystallization [49], response of 
single crystal super alloys [80], and anisotropic liquids [50] by Rajagopal and his 
coworkers. The most important aspect of the framework that is relevant to this study is 
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the manner in which the material symmetry of the body can change during the process 
that the body is subject to, and this is described in detail later.  
The LASMPs are assumed to be isotropic and homogeneous bodies with regard 
to their mechanical response, in their initial configuration. It is also assumed that the 
bodies are initially free of stress and strain. When loaded from the initial unstrained state 
the LASMPs comprised of the original network undergoes deformation and the materials 
symmetry changes as in that of a simple material. However, when light of certain 
wavelength is applied to the polymers, a second network is formed. It is noted that the 
second network is formed with a certain directional preference that is dependent on the 
state of deformation at which exposure to light is initiated, that is, the second network is 
formed so that it is anisotropic. On further deformation, the response of the body is a 
combination of that due to the original network and the new network that is formed. The 
response of LASMPs undergoing loading, light irradiation, and unloading is described 
below. 
 
2.3 Elastic model 
2.3.1 Elastic constitutive model 
2.3.1.1 Loading of the original network 
SMPs are capable of undergoing large deformations due to the twist and stretch 
of the polymeric chains. In this study, the LASMPS are assumed to be incompressible 
bodies. In the natural configuration, the stress tensor of the LASMPs associated with the 
original network can be written in the following form:
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( )Ka Kap  T f B  
(2.9) 
where pI is the indeterminate part of the stress due to incompressibility, f is a tensor 
valued function , and KaB is left Cauchy-Green tensor from the evolving natural 
configurations. We shall assume that the constitutive equation for the original network is 
that for a neo-Hookean material: 
 Ka
p   T B
 
(2.10) 
We also consider the original network being comprised of a Mooney-Rivlin model 
whose stress is given as: 
 
1
Kaa Ka aa
p      T I B B
 (2.11) 
 
2.3.1.2 Formation of the second network and response due to a mixture of two 
networks  
When exposing the material to the light of specific wavelength, the photo-
sensitive molecules such as cinnamic acid [52] and cinnamylidene acetic acid [53] can 
be activated to form an extra network. To capture the variation of light intensity 
travelling across the media, the standard Beer‘s correlation is used here: 
 
alo
i
I
e
I

 
(2.12)
 
where iI , oI are the incident and transmitted optical intensities, and a  is the absorption 
coefficient, l  is the thickness. So from (2.12) we can see 1
o
i
I
I
  when the material 
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sample is very thin, that means the light intensity is constant in the material.  Our study 
only focuses on very thin bodies and does not consider the variation of light density 
within the thickness of the material. Therefore, for a body with homogeneously 
distributed photo-sensitive molecules, the formation of the second network under light 
activation is at the same percentage with the same formation rate throughout the 
thickness. 
After the completion of the formation of the second network, the body is treated 
as a constrained mixture of two networks, namely the original network and new network 
that is formed due to light irradiation co-exist and are constrained to move together. We 
assume the two networks are uniformly distributed and are constrained to have the same 
displacement. The stress at a material point is assumed to be 
 
p  1 2T T T+   (2.13) 
where 1T  and 2T denote the Cauchy stresses in the original and newly formed networks, 
respectively. We follow the framework outlined in [54] [50] to describe the multi-
network model. Once the second network is formed, assumptions have to be made about 
the nature of the second network and configuration in which it is formed. We suppose 
the new network is formed in a stress-free state, that is, the deformed state of the original 
network in the body is the natural configuration (unstrained/unstressed state) for the 
second network. Thus when further deformation takes place, the new network will also 
deform based on its own natural configuration. Thus, in the material after light 
irradiation the total stress can be written as: 
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( ( )) ( ( ))Ka Ka Kb Kbp t t   T f B + f B  (2.14) 
where   is the percent formation (volume fraction) of the second network. We should 
also notice that the second network is formed based on a deformed configuration at 
which the polymer is being irradiated; therefore, it makes sense to assume that the 
second network should have some directional preference, which will induce anisotropic 
response of the body. We consider two types of models with regard to the material 
symmetry. The first model considers both networks as isotropic, while the second model 
assigns a specific anisotropy for the second network. 
 
 a) Isotropic networks 
We shall assume that both the networks can be modeled as neo-Hookean bodies.  
Then, the total stress is given by 
 a Ka b Kb
p     T B + B
 
(2.15) 
where 
KaB  and KbB are the left Cauchy-Green tensor associated with the deformation of 
the original and new network based on deformation from their own natural 
configurations, and, 
a  and b  are the moduli of the materials associated with the 
original and second network. We represent the two natural configurations as Ka and
Kb . 
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b) Anisotropic model 
The anisotropy of the second network depends on the deformation history of the material, 
which depends on the orientation of the molecules at the time of the formation of the 
second network at time, say t  . We assume that the second network is orthotropic 
and the tensor ( )Ka B includes the information we need such as the three principal 
directions of ( )Ka B .  We use these mutually perpendicular principal directions to 
determine the directions of anisotropy in the second network. The principal directions 
can be quantified by any two of the three eigenvectors of ( )Ka B  or KbB ，which we 
shall refer to as 
Kbn  and Kbm .  
We shall assume that the orthotropic incompressible elastic material that is 
comprised of the second network to be represented by: 
  1 1 2 1
( 1) ( 1)T Tb Kb c Kb Kb Kb Kb c Kb Kb Kb Kbp J K         T B F F F F 2 n n m m (2.16) 
where 
1 2, ,b c c   are the material moduli related to the formation of the second network 
that depends on the eigenvalues of ( )Kb B , and 1 1,Kb Kb Kb Kb Kb KbJ K   C Cn n m m . 
Finally, the total stress is the combination of the stresses in the two networks: 
1 1 2 1( 1) ( 1)
T T
a Ka b Kb c Kb Kb Kb Kb c Kb Kb Kb Kbp J K           T B B F F F Fn n m m 
  
(2.17) 
During the unloading, due to the two networks being present, and on assuming 
that there is no conversion of the networks taking place during the unloading, the body 
will tend to a natural state that is different from the natural configuration that 
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corresponds to a body fully comprised of the original network. In other words, the body 
will be in a strained state with respect to the original natural configuration. 
 
2.3.2 Boundary value problems 
within the context of elastic constitutive model, several simple boundary value 
problems are discussed based on some assumptions: the material sample is relatively 
thin so that the light irradiation is homogeneous across the bodies; the second network is 
formed in a stress free configuration; however, its anisotropic response depends on the 
deformation state of the material at the time when light irradiation occurs. 
 
2.3.2.1 Uniaxial tension 
Consider a rod subjected to uniaxial tension, as illustrated in Fig. 4. For an  
incompressible isotropic body, the motion of the body under a uniaxial tension can be 
assumed to be: 
 
1 1
, ,x X y Y z Z   
   
(2.18) 
and the stresses are: 
 11( ) ( )T t T t ,  22 33( ) ( ) 0T t T t   and ( ) 0 ( )ijT t i j   (2.19)
 
where , ,X Y Z denote a typical point in the reference configuration, , ,x y z describe the 
same point in the current configuration,   is the stretch ratio along the loading direction, 
which is in the x  direction. The deformation gradient and stretch tensors are given as: 
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1 1
( , )Ka diag 
 
F ，
， 
2 1 1( , )Ka Ka diag  
 
B C ，  (2.20) 
 
 
Fig. 4 Schematic plot of uniaxial tension 
 
We recall that the original network is assumed a Neo-Hookean material. Then the 
governing equation of the motion is obtained from the balance of linear momentum as: 
 
0xx xx
T
T C
x

  
  (2.21)
 
The other two equations of balance of a linear momentum are satisfied automatically. 
Prescribing the boundary conditions, the parameter p  is determined from imposing
0yy zzT T  , and finally the axial stress corresponding to the uniaxial stretch is: 
 
2
11
1
( )aT   
  
 ( 2.22) 
After the cylinder is deformed to a specified amount of axial stretch, the rod is 
exposed to light irradiation with a specific wavelength or frequency, which activates the 
photo-sensitive molecules in the material and the second network is formed. After 
completion of light activation, the material now comprises of two networks with 
different reference configurations. The deformation gradients satisfy: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )Ka Kb Kat t F F F
 (2.23) 
Therefore, we have 
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1 1
1
( , )Kb diag
 

  
F ，
， 
2 1 1
1
(( ) , )Kb Kb diag
 
 
  
B C ，  (2.24) 
where Λ is the total stretch, 
1  is the new stretch after the formation of the second 
network. Then using the theory of constrained mixtures, the total stress in the rod at the 
current state is the summation of the contribution of the two networks. In this study, we 
consider both isotropic and anisotropic elastic models for the second network, while the 
original network is isotropic. When both the original and second network are isotropic, 
the total axial stress is: 
 
2 2 1
11
1
1
( ) (( ) )a bT  

    
  
 (2.25) 
When the mechanical responses of polymers associated with the second network are 
modeled as anisotropic, the axial stress when both networks are present is given as: 
 
2
11 11 22 11 22 c 1
1
2 2 2 21
c
1 1 1
+ + ( 1)( )
1
+ ( ) + (( ) 1)( )
a Ka Ka b Kb Kb
a b
T B B B B J  
  

   

  
    
    
（ ） （ ）
（ ） （ ）  (2.26) 
In the above equations,   is the extent of formation of the second network, Λ is 
the total stretch, 
1  is the new stretch after the formation of the second network. Finally, 
the second network can be cleaved by further application of light, so that the body 
returns to its original shape. 
Figure 5 illustrates the complete loading history of the uniaxial load considering 
both isotropic and anisotropic models for the second network. The simulations consider 
three percentages of the new network: 1  , 0.66  , 0.33  and the material 
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parameters are 5a  , 20b  , 40c  .  In the case of an anisotropic second network 
we have a different unloading path than when it is isotropic. For the specific case 
considered here, the anisotropic second network leads to a smaller reduction of stretch 
after stress is released. The amount of the difference depends on the modulus
c . 
 Furthermore, we perform three case studies with a view towards understanding 
the behavior of the LAMSP cylinder under different boundary conditions for different 
constitutive models. In the first case study, we examine different modes of loading, i.e., 
force control, and compare the responses to the mixed-mode loading presented above. In 
the second case study, we consider a Mooney-Rivlin model for the LASMPs. In the third 
case study, we consider several cycles of loading. 
 
 
Fig. 5 Stress vs. stretch curve for uniaxial tension of LASMP: Isotropic (Left) and 
Anisotropic (Right) 
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Case 1 Comparison of different loading modes 
In the above discussion, we considered mixed-mode loading, i.e., during the 
loading we stretch the rod, in which the deformation is prescribed (displacement control), 
while unloading we release the stress (force control). It is noted that when the 
displacement is prescribed, using the above constitutive models, the stress can be 
immediately determined. In a situation when a force is prescribed, the Cauchy stress is 
not necessarily straightforward to determine. For incompressible materials the volume 
should be preserved, thus 0
0 0 t t t
A
A L A L A  

; where 0A  and tA are the original and 
current section area of rod, respectively, and 0L  and tL are the original and current length, 
respectively. The axial stress is then given as: 
 
2
11
0
2
0
2
0
F F
F 1
( )
F 1
( )
ext ext
t
ext
ext
T p
A A
A
A




     

   

  
  (2.27) 
The left side of the above equation 
0
Fext
A
 is the 1st Piola-Kirchhoff stress, which is easily 
determined. From the expression, we can see the relations between the 1st Piola-
Kirchhoff stress and stretch is nonlinear, and we use a numerical method (bisection 
method) to determine the corresponding stretch. After calculating the stretch, the 
corresponding Cauchy stress can be determined. Based on the above discussion, the 
constitutive equation in the original network when force is prescribed is: 
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2
0
F 1
( )ext a
A
 

  (2.28)
 
and upon formation of the second network, the axial stress in the rod becomes: 
 
1
2 2 2
0 1
F 1
( )ext a b
A
 

   
  
（ ）
 
(2.29) 
Alternatively, the constitutive model can be given for stretch or strain that is 
expressed in terms of stress. So here we also present a constitutive model for the stretch 
in terms of the 1
st
 Piola-Kirchhoff as the independent variable. The nonlinear elastic 
model for isotropic incompressible bodies becomes: 
 
1
( )T p

 B PF   ( 2.30) 
where P is the 1
st
 Piola-Kirchhoff stress, TJ P σF . Thus, for the uni-axially loaded 
cylinder comprised of the original network, the stretch is 
 
2
11
2
11
22
1
( )
1 1
1 1 1
( )
P p
P
P p




   

   
  
   (2.31) 
When two networks are present in the body, for each component of two networks, 
the stretch is 
 
2 2
1
( ) ,Tkb kb
b
B P F p

    1 1
1
( )Tka ka
a
B PF p

    (2.32) 
and the theory of constrained mixture gives the following stress: 
 1 2
T T T
ka kb kaPF P F PF   
The constitutive model when the two networks are present is given as: 
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1
( )Tkb ka ka
a b a b
B B
PF p

   
   
 (2.33)
 
For the uni-axially loaded rod, the response becomes: 
 
2
2 11 1
1
1 1
( )
a b a b a b
P 
     
 
   
    (2.34)
 
In the above case, Steffensen‘s method [59] is used to solve the above constitutive 
relation. From the result shown in Fig. 6, we can see the three different loading modes 
give the same stress-stretch responses.  
 
 
Fig. 6 Results of three different methods for uniaxial tension of LASMP 
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Case 2 Comparison between the neo-Hookean and Mooney-Rivlin models for the 
networks 
As shown in literature, the Neo-Hookean model can describe the mechanical 
behavior of rubber-like materials at moderate deformations. When the deformations are 
larger, the Neo-Hookean model often fails to capture the overall response of the 
materials. The Mooney-Rivlin model captures the response better at slightly larger 
deformations.  
So for the original network, the uniaxial stress is: 
 11
1 2
11 11 2
1 1
( ) ( )
Kaa Ka aa a aa
T p B B           
   (2.35) 
and for the two networks, the stress can be expressed as, 
 
1 1
Ka Kba Ka aa b Kb bb
p          T I B B B B  (2.36) 
The uniaxial stress becomes: 
          2 2 21 1
11 2
1 1
1 1
( ) (( ) ) (( ) )a aa b bbT    
  
       
     
（ ）+  (2.37) 
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Fig. 7 neo-Hookean vs Mooney-Rivlin model for uniaxial tension of LASMP 
 
 
Figure 7 shows the comparisons between neo-Hookean model and Mooney-
Rivlin model with 5a  , 5aa   , 20b  , 20bb    and 1  . At loading stage, 
2
1
0 

, the extra negative modulus parameter aa  of the Mooney-Rivlin model 
causes a much faster increase than the neo-Hookean model. Similarly at loading phase, 
21
1
( ) 0
 
 
 
, a negative value of bb  contributes to lower decrease of stress. 
 
Case 3 Comparison between three different loading histories 
We now examine the responses under three different loading histories: In the first 
loading history the material is deformed to a specified stretch ratio (=3), followed by 
light activation to initiate the second network till complete formation of the second 
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network is achieved, i.e., 1  , and the material is unloaded by removing the stress. In 
the second history, the material is deformed to a specific stretch ratio (=3), followed by 
light activation with 60% formation of the new network, i.e., 0.6  , which we will refer 
to as the second network and then stress is removed completely, the material is then 
irradiated again until all the photosensitive particles are linked, that is, 1  . This 
however implies that a third network is formed which constitutes 40% of the body; this 
is followed by the body being stretched to =3. In the third history, the material is first 
deformed to a stretch ratio =1.5, and the second network is activated until 0.6  , and 
then the material is stretched so that =3, followed by light activation until all the 
photosensitive particles are linked thereby leading to the formation of a third network 
that is 40% of the body, ensuring that 1  ; then the loading is completely removed. 
The response of the first loading history has been discussed above. For the 
second and third loading histories, there are totally three networks involved, and the 
relations between tension stress and axial stretch are obtained following the same 
method discussed above： 
 Original network: 2
11
1
( )aT   

 
             Two networks: 2 2 1
11 1
1
1
( ) (( ) )a bT   

    
  
 (2.38) 
Three networks: 2 2 21 2
11 1 2
1 2
1
( ) (( ) ) (( ) )a b cT     
  
      
    
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where 1  and 2 are the stretch ratio when the second and third networks are formed 
respectively, c is the modulus of the third network and in the calculation we take this to 
be the same value as b . From the results shown in Fig 8., we can see that the first 
loading history can retain the highest stretch after unloading to the temporary shape 
configuration, followed by the second and third loading histories, which is to be 
expected. When all three networks are involved, the ability to retain shape is much 
higher. In the first loading history we can view the full activation of the second network 
as the second and third network are formed at the same time, the corresponding stress at 
the specified ratio is the smallest, so the least change of stretch is needed to relax the 
stress to zero, which results in largest residual stretch. 
 
 
Fig. 8 Results of three different methods for uniaxial tension of LASMP 
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2.3.2.2 Inflation of a cylindrical annulus 
Now, we analyze the response of a hollow cylindrical body made of LASMPs 
subjected to radial inflation (see Fig. 9). Consider a cylinder, in its reference 
configuration described by (R, , Z) and in the deformed configuration is described in 
terms of (r, , z) . Suppose that the inner and outer radii of the cylinder in its reference 
configuration are Ri and Ro, respectively, and the length of the cylinder is L. The bottom 
surface of the cylinder is at Z=0 and the top surface is at Z=L. We assume that the 
motion of the body is described by:  
 ( ), ,r r R z Z    (2.39) 
 
 
Fig. 9 Schematic of cylindrical inflation 
 
The deformation gradient of the original network is:  
 
1
0 0
0 0
0 0 11
Ka
r r r r
R R Z R
r r
r r
R R Z R
z z z
R R Z
  
      
      
   
      
     
   
     
   
     
F  (2.40) 
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Due to the constraint of incompressibility, the deformation gradient and stretch tensors 
reduce to: 
 
2 2
0 0
0 0
0 0 1
(( ) , ( ) ,1)
Ka
Ka Ka
R
r
r
R
R r
diag
r R
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
F
C B
 (2.41) 
The governing equations are:  
 
1
1
( )
0
( ) ( )
r
rrrr zr
r r
rrrr
r
rr
rr rr
r
T
T TT Tr b a
r z r
T TT
r r
T T
T r T r dr
r




 


 
    
  

  


     (2.42)
 
On satisfying the stress free condition at the outer surface of the cylinder, 2( ) 0rrT r  , 
we find that the inner pressure is given by: 
 
2
1
r
rr
r
T T
P dr
r
    (2.43) 
 
Here 
1r is the inner radius and 2r is the outer radius in its current configuration. Using the 
neo-Hookean model, we obtain: 
 
2 2
1 1
2 2( ) / [( ) ( ) ]/
r r
rr
r r
r R
P B B rdr rdr
R r
       (2.44) 
From the balance of mass, we have 
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            2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 21 1
1 1 2 2 1 1( ) ( ), 1 ( ) ( ) ,
r RR
r r R R r R R r
r r r
        
   
(2.45) 
Substituting (4.28) into (4.27), the response of the original network under radial inflation 
is determined. 
Now, the body is irradiated and the second network is formed. The radius of the 
cylinder when the second network is formed is r ; thus the stretch tensors in the two 
networks are: 
 
2 2
2 2
( , ,1), (( ) , ( ) ,1)
( , ,1), (( ) , ( ) ,1)
Ka Ka
Kb Kb
R r R r
diag diag
r R r R
r r r r
diag diag
r r r r
 
 
F B
F B
 (2.46) 
When the second network is assumed to be isotropic, the inner pressure at current state is 
 
2
1
2
1
2 2 2 2
[ ( ) ( )] /
( [( ) ( ) ] [( ) ( ) ]) /
r
a Ka Karr b Kb Kbrr
r
r
a b
r
P B B B B rdr
r R r r
rdr
R r r r
  
 
   
   

  (2.47) 
It is also noted that the balance of mass leads to: 
 
2 2 2 2 21 1
2 2 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 21 1
2 2 1 1
, 1 ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) 1,
r RR
r R R r
r r r
r rr
r R R r
r r r
     
     
 (2.48) 
When the newly formed network is assumed to be an orthotropic body, the 
material directions are determined by obtaining the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the 
deformation at which the light irradiation starts, which are: 
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0 0
Kb Kb
a c
b d
   
   
    
   
   
n m  (2.49) 
For the radial inflation problem, a = 1; b = 0; c = 0; d = 1, therefore: 
 
2 2
1 1( ) ( )Kb Kb Kb Kb Kb Kb
r r
J K
r r
     C Cn n m m  (2.50) 
and 
2
2
0 0 0( ) 0 0
1 0 0 0 2 0 ( ) 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
r
r
r
B B
r
 
  
  
   
  
    
 
 (2.51) 
where for the sake of ease of computations, we denote 1 TKb Kb Kb Kb B F Fn n ,
2 TKb Kb Kb Kb B F Fm m . 
Then substituting the above equations into (2.17), the following stresses are 
determinedT , rrT . Thus, for the anisotropic case, the pressure in the two networks is: 
2
1
2
1
1 2
2 2 2 2 2 2
1 2
[ ( ) ( ) ( 1 1 ) ( 2 2 )] /
[ (( ) ( ) ) (( ) ( ) ) ( ) ( ) ] /
r
a Ka Karr b Kb Kbrr c rr c rr
r
r
a b c c
r
P B B B B B B B B rdr
r R r r r r
rdr
R r r r r r
      
   
       
     


 
  
(2.52) 
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Fig. 10 Pressure vs. Inner Radius curve for cylindrical inflation of LASMP: Isotropic 
(Left)  and Anisotropic (Right) 
 
From the results depicted in Fig. 10, we can infer the influence of the anisotropy 
of the second network, wherein 5a  , 20b  , 1 40c  , 2 40c   and three different 
values 1  , 0.7  , 0.5  are considered. By comparing the unloading process, the 
material is much stiffer with higher percentage of second network. And the anisotropic 
response leads to a much larger stretch after unloading than the isotropic model due to an 
extra term in (2.52) 2 2
1 2( ) ( )c c
r r
r r
   <0  that will contribute to a decrease of 
pressure when unloading. 
 
2.3.2.3 Circumferential shear 
The following example deals with a circumferential shear imposed on a LASMP 
hollow cylinder (see Fig. 11), whose motion is given through: 
 , = ( , ), zr R f R t Z  
 (2.53) 
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Fig. 11 Schematic of circumferential shear 
 
To better understand the response to this problem, two responses are presented. 
The first considers the relationship between the circular shear deformation and moment, 
and the second is an investigation of how the rotation angle changes with the applied 
moment. Both isotropic and anisotropic constitutive models are considered. 
 
Case 1. Relationship between the moment and circular shear deformation 
It follows from (2.53) that the deformation gradient KaF , and the Cauchy-Green tensor 
KaB of the original network take the form 
 
2
1 0 0 1 ( , ) 0
( , ) 1 0 ( , ) ( , ) 0
0 0 1 0 0 1
Ka Ka
k t r
k t r k t r k t r
   
   
    
   
   
F B  (2.54) 
where 
f
k r
r



, and det( ) = 1KaF which already satisfies the constraint of 
incompressibility. The balance of linear momentum yields 
 
2
0
2 0
rrrr
r r
r
T TT
r r
T T C
T
r r r

 


  

    
 
 (2.55) 
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C  is a constant that is to be determined by the boundary condition  at the outer surface 
on the lateral boundary: 
 
2
2 1 1
2
2 2
r o
o
o
o
T R M
C
R M
R
MR M
C
 

 
   
  
    (2.56) 
where
oM MR , M is the moment per unit length applied on the outer surface of the 
cylinder. 
Substituting (2.56) into (2.55), we obtain 
 
2
2
( )
2
( )
2
r a Kar a
a
M
T B k t
r
M
k t
r
  

 
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 
 (2.57)
 
After the shear deformation or moment reaches certain magnitude, the cylinder is 
exposed to light in order to activate the second network. The stretch tensors for the two 
networks are: 
           
2
2
1 0 0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
Kb Kb Kb
k k k
k k k k
       
    
          
     
     
F B C
 
(2.58) 
where ( ) ( )k k t k    . 
We consider two constitutive models for the second network, i.e., isotropic and 
anisotropic models. 
When the second network is assumed isotropic, the total shear stress is  
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r a Kar b Kbr a bT B B k k           
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M
k k
r


  
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(2.59)
 
If we assume that the second network is anisotropic, namely that the second network is 
orthotropic, the directions being determined by the eigenvectors (2.60) of the stretch 
tensor ( )Ka B   
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b d
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   
    
   
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n m   (2.60) 
Then it follows that 
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2 2
2 2 2 2
0
1 2 0
0 0 0
T
Kb Kb Kb Kb
a ka ab
ka ab k a kab b
  
 
         
 
 
B F Fn n  (2.61) 
and 2 TKb Kb Kb Kb B F Fm m  has a similar structure. Substituting Eqs. (2.60) and (2.61) 
into Eq. (2.17), we can obtain the relation between the moment and the shear 
deformation for the anisotropic response: 
                
1 2
1 12
( 1) 1 ( 1) 2
2
b c c
Kar Kbr r r
a a a a
M
B B J B K B
r
   
  
  
    
       (2.62) 
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Fig. 12 Moment vs Circular shear curve for circumferential shear of LASMP: Isotropic 
(Left) and Anisotropic (Right) 
 
Figure 12 shows the relationship between the moment and shear deformation at 
specific radius for both the isotropic and anisotropic models. At the location closer to the 
inner surface, the moment increases much faster during loading and decreases slower 
during unloading than the one at the location closer to the outer surface. In comparison, 
the anisotropic mixture can retain a much larger deformation than the isotropic model 
after unloading. In the above calculation, three different radii 1.2r  , 1.4r  , 1.6r  are 
considered and the material parameters are: 3b
a


 , 1 5c
a


 , 2 5c
a


 , 0.6  . 
 
Case 2. Relationship between the moment and rotation angle 
Now we determine the rotation angle due to the circumferential moment. Instead 
of introducing another symbol k , we directly use 'rf in all the expressions, where
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'
f
f
r



. For the neo-Hookean constitutive model, the stress of the original network is 
written as 
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  (2.63) 
The balance of linear momentum leads to 
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  
 (2.64) 
From (2.64), it is easily to find that ( , )p p r  . Here we assume ( )p p r  that means p
doesn‘t depend on   but only on the radius r , and Eq. (2.64) reduces to: 
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3 ' '' 0
a
p
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r
f rf


 

  
 (2.65) 
The general solution of (2.65) is 
 
21
2
2
C
f r C    (2.66) 
where 1C , 2C are constants which are determined by imposing the appropriate boundary 
conditions. Let‘s suppose that we specify the rotation angle at inner and outer lateral 
boundary surface: 
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( ) , ( )i of R a f R b   (2.67) 
Then substituting Eq. (2.67) into Eq. (2.66), the constants 1C , 2C are determined to be: 
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 (2.68) 
From (2.65.1) the solution for p is obtained: 
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where d  is a constant determined by satisfying the resultant boundary conditions 
associated with the boundary conditions at the ends Z=0 and Z=L, and the lateral 
boundary. 
Let us now consider the resultant force at the ends; we have 
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We can easily find that for an axisymmetric problem, the resultant moment 
0M   at the ends and the resultant force 0N   at the lateral boundary are satisfied 
automatically. In order to present the relations between the moment and rotation angle, 
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the boundary condition on the outer surface should be defined in terms of the specified 
moment. So we assume that the boundary conditions are: 
 
( ) 0, ( )i of R a f R M    (2.71) 
The above boundary conditions imply that a rotation moment M  is prescribed 
on the outer lateral surface and the inner surface is constrained due to the deformations. 
To ensure Eq. (2.71) has the same effect as the constraint imposed on the body as in Eq. 
(2.67), the relation between b and M is given as: 
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i o i
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R R R R
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   
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 
 (2.72) 
and 
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 
 

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2 2
4
i o
a
R R
b M

 
   (2.73) 
Thus, the deformation function f in Eq. (2.66) is rewritten in terms of the relation 
between moment and rotation angle: 
 
21
2 2 2
1 1
( )
2 4 a i
C M
f r C
R r
      (2.74) 
Next, the cylinder is subjected to light irradiation and the material in the cylinder 
consists of two networks. The circular shear deformation at t  when the second 
network is formed is: 
 2 2
1 2 2 2
2 ( )
( ) ( )
2i o a
b M
k C r r
R R r

 
 
 
 
  

 (2.75) 
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Substituting Eq. (2.59) into the equation of balance of linear momentum and replacing k
by 'rf , we determine the governing equation for f : 
2 0r r
T T
r r
   

 
 
2
[ ' ( ' ( ))] [ ' ( ' ( ))] 0
'' 3 ' 0
b b
a a
rf rf k rf rf k
r r
rf f
 
   
 

      

    (2.76) 
Here it should be noted that ( )k   is also a function of r . Thus, two networks have the 
same governing equation for f as original network, so by the same procedure we should 
have the same forms of solution as in (2.66), and 1 2,C C as in (2.68). By imposing the 
boundary conditions (2.71), we need to obtain the relation between b and M . From the 
expression of shear stress, we have 
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
 (2.77) 
 On correlating (2.72) and (2.77), and replacing b by M in Eq. (2.66), the rotation angle 
can be expressed in terms of M as below: 
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f M
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 (2.78) 
The Lagrange multiplier p is determined as following: 
2 2
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rrrr
a b
T TT
r r
k kp
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  
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1 1 1
1
[ ( ( )) ] +
4
a bp C C C r d  
     (2.79) 
where d  is determined by satisfying the resultant boundary conditions similar to the 
situation discussed previously: 
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a b
a b
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R R
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(2.80) 
By comparing the results shown in Figs. 12 and 13, we see that the relationship between 
the moment-rotational angle is opposite to the relationship between the moment and the 
shear in how it changes with the radius. At small radius, the same amount of moment 
produces a smaller rotational angle but a larger shear deformation, which is expected 
from the solutions presented above.  
 
 
Fig. 13 Moment vs Rotation angle curve for circumferential shear of LASMP 
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2.3.2.4 Telescopic shear 
Next we discuss another classical BVP, namely that of telescopic shear, shown in 
Fig. 14, in which a hollow cylinder of LASMP is subjected to a motion described by 
 
( ), , ( )r r R z Z f R     (2.81) 
 
 
Fig. 14 Schematic of telescopic shear 
 
Similar to the circumferential shear problem, two responses are discussed, which are the 
relation between the shear force and telescopic shear deformation, and the relation 
between the shear force and displacement. 
 
Case 1. Force vs Telescopic shear 
It follows from (2.81) that the deformation gradient KaF  and the Cauchy-Green 
tensor KaB of the original network are given by 
 
2
1 0 0 1 0 ( , )
0 1 0 0 1 0
( , ) 0 1 ( , ) 0 ( , )+1
Ka Ka
k t r
k t r k t r k t r
   
   
    
   
   
F B  (2.82) 
where 
f
k
r



, and det( ) = 1KaF . The balance of linear momentum leads to 
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 (2.83) 
From (2.83.2) the solution of rzT  is determined by applying the boundary condition: 
 2
rz
F
T
r
  (2.84) 
In the case of the neo-Hookean constitutive model, the relationship between shear force 
and telescopic shear is 
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After light irradiation, the stretch tensors for two networks take the following form 
           
2
2
1 0 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 1
Kb Kb Kb
k k k
k k k k
       
    
       
             
F B C  (2.86) 
When we assume the second network is isotropic, the total shear stress is written as 
 rz a Karz b Kbrz a b
T B B k k         (2.87) 
Substituting (2.84) into (2.87), we have: 
 2
b
a a
F
k k
r


  
    (2.88) 
When the anisotropy of the second network is taken into account, the shear deformation 
and shear force is 
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  
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       (2.89) 
 
 
Fig. 15 Force vs telescopic shear curve for telescopic shear of LASMP: Isotropic (Left) 
and Anisotropic (Right) 
 
Fig. 15 illustrates the relationship between shear force and telescopic shear at a 
specific radius for both isotropic and anisotropic models. Close to the inner surface, the 
force increases much faster during loading and decreases slower during unloading than 
the one close to the outer surface. It is also seen that the anisotropic model retains a 
much larger deformation than the isotropic model after unloading. Three different radii
1.2r  , 1.4r  , 1.6r   are considered and the material parameters are: 3b
a


 , 
1 5c
a


 , 2 5c
a


 , 0.6  . 
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Case 2. Force vs Displacement 
In order to study the relation between shear force and displacement, we use 'f
directly instead of extra variable k , where '
f
f
r



. The stress tensor of the original 
network is: 
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' 0 (1 ' )
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T B   (2.90) 
Substituting the stress components into the balance of linear momentum leads to 
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From (2.91) we can see p  is in general a function of z. Here we assume p constant , so 
(2.91.3) is simplified and we can derive the solution of f through: 
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f f
r r
f C r C
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
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(2.92) 
where 1C , 2C  are constants which are determined by the following boundary conditions 
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(2.93) 
Let 0a  . Then 1C , 2C are 
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 (2.94) 
To determine the relationship between the shear force and displacement, we need to 
correlate b and F  
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(2.95) 
So (2.92) can be rewritten as 
 (ln ln )
2
i
a
F
f r R

   (2.96) 
Similarly p is determined by the resultant boundary conditions at the end boundary 
surfaces and lateral boundary surface,  
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(2.97) 
Next we assume at time t  , the second network is formed, the corresponding shear is 
 
1( ) ( )( )
2 a
C F
k
r r
 


 
 (2.98) 
By substituting the shear stress component of two networks into (2.83.2), we obtain the 
governing equation of f  
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(2.99) 
We notice that the governing equation for f  for two networks is the same as that of 
original network, so we can directly adopt the solution (2.92) and 1C , 2C in (2.93). By 
applying the boundary conditions ( ) 0if R a   and ( )of R F , we can derive the 
relations between b and F through shear stress in the following manner: 
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Then by correlating (2.94) and (2.100), and replacing b by F  in Eq. (2.92), the 
displacement can be expressed in terms of F as below: 
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Similarly, the parameter p  is determined by satisfying the resultant forces at the 
boundaries, 
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(2.102)
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Figures 15 and 16 also show a similar phenomenon as circumferential shear problem. At 
small radius, the same amount of force produces a smaller telescopic displacement but a 
larger shear which is because of the term 1/ r in the derivation of the shear displacement. 
 
 
Fig. 16 Force vs Displacement curve for telescopic shear of LASMP 
 
2.4 Viscoelastic model 
2.4.1 Viscoelastic constitutive model 
In the above model, we described the response of the LASMPs based on the 
assumption that the LASMPs have multiple natural configurations within the context of 
elastic response. However, although limited, there have been experimental studies on 
LASMPs from which we can gain some idea concerning the stress relaxations that is 
exhibited by such materials. Lendlein et al. [30] carried out cyclic photomechanical 
experiments on LASMPs under both stress control and strain control conditions; we 
cannot see strong stress relaxation behavior. But it is still worthwhile to model a 
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viscoelastic response by reconsidering the coarse fluctuated curve and experimental data 
on strain-fixity rate and strain-recovery rate. The stress relaxation behavior can be 
clearly observed in the research [33] where three control experiments were carried out. 
Several publications on TASMPs [62-64] consider the viscous response of the materials, 
and one can observe that temperature can significantly change the mechanical behavior 
of polymers. Most of existing models for LASMPs are based on hyperelasticity and do 
not consider the time dependent response of polymers [42, 38, 41]. Therefore, to 
investigate such a response we adopt the quasi-linear viscoelasticity framework to model 
the behavior of LASMPs. 
 
2.4.1.1 Quasi-linear viscoelasticity 
A quasi-linear viscoelastic (QLV) model was proposed by Fung [56] to describe 
the uniaxial elongation of biological soft tissue like muscles, ligaments and tendons. In 
that study, he assumed the relaxation rate is independent of the instantaneous local strain. 
The quasi-linear viscoelastic model is widely used today, because it seems to be the 
simplest way to incorporate both nonlinearity (dependence of properties on load or strain) 
and time dependence (viscoelasticity) in a simplified integral model. Besides the 
biomedical applications [65, 66], the QLV model has also been used to model materials 
like elastomeric polymers, rubbers or composites [67,68].  
The response of QLV bodies can be defined by separating the reduced time 
function and the nonlinear elastic measure in the manner described below. In terms of 
strain tensors, the constitutive relation is expressed as:  
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  (2.103) 
where S  is the second Piola Kirchhoff stress, G  is the reduced relaxation tensor that 
depends on time history, ( )
e
g E  is the nonlinear elastic function expressed in terms of 
Green-St. Venant strain tensor, and t is current time. Here it should be noted that we 
have used 2
nd
 Piola-Kirchhoff stress and not the Cauchy stress.  The nonlinear elastic 
function ( )
e
g E  is derived from the strain energy
( )W E
, which is given as 
( )
( )e e
W
 

E
S g E
E .   
In the QLV model, it is assumed that the stress depends linearly on the time 
history, and the relaxation function does not depend on the deformation state, and 
response at current time can be approximated by a linear combination of responses of 
multiple deformation inputs applied at different time histories. Further discussion on the 
reappraisal of QLV can be found in the reference (De et al., 2014). The objectivity, in 
which physical quantities should be independent of observer transformations, is satisfied 
by using the 2
nd
 Piola-Kirchhoff stress measure, which is expressed as 
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  (2.104) 
where 
e
DS ,
e
HS are the corresponding terms of Cauchy stress to the 2
nd
 Piola-Kirchoff 
stress, which are given by the following relations 
1Je eD D
  TS F T F
and
1Je eH H
  TS F T F
where
1
( )
3
e e e
D tr T T T I
,
1
( )
3
e e
H trT T I
 are the deviatoric and hydrostatic Cauchy 
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stress components, respectively. 
( )tD
and 
( )tH
are the associated reduced tensorial 
relaxation operators,  J is the det(F). Then by converting the 2
nd
 Piola-Kirchhoff stress to 
Cauchy stress via 
1 TJ  S F TF and integrating by parts, we can obtain the Cauchy 
stress as: 
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 (2.105) 
By virtue of the constraint of incompressibility, we have J=1 and the second term of 
(2.105) only contains the hydrostatic term which can represent the compressible 
deformation of the body, so we can reduce 
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Where 
pI
refers to the indeterminate part of the stress due to incompressibility. 
Therefore, (2.105) can be rewritten as 
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For a general discussion of three dimensional QLV models, the readers can refer to [57, 
68]. 
 
2.4.1.2 Loading of the original network 
LASMPs can undergo large deformations due to the twist and stretch of the 
polymeric chains. We assume the LASMP bodies considered in this study are 
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incompressible, initially stress free and isotropic. Before the second network is formed, 
only the original network is present in the body in its original natural configuration, 
which for both PMC and PNR LASMPs can be expressed as: 
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The subscript aK  refers to the original natural configuration and the subscript a is 
associated with the original network. 
 
2.4.1.3 Formation of the second network at constant stretch or strain 
After the body is elongated to a particular length at time t1, light is irradiated to 
start the formation of the second network, then the body is a mixture of two networks. 
Based on the theory of multiple natural configurations, the mechanical response of each 
network can be expressed using Eq. (2.107). By applying the theory of constrained 
mixtures [58], we assume that the two networks have the same displacement, so the 
stress would be the summation of the partial stresses in the two networks, that is 
 p   a bT I T T  (2.109) 
where aT  denotes the Cauchy stress in the original network, which is given as 
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and bT  denotes the Cauchy stresses in the newly formed networks, which is given by the 
constitutive expression 
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where e
DaS and 
e
DbS are the elastic parts of the 2
nd
 Piola-Kirchoff stress associated with the 
two networks, 1t  is the starting time when the second network is formed, t is the current 
time ( 1t t ), bK  refers to the new natural configuration and the subscript b is associated 
with the new network. In Eq. (2.110) different histories of e
DaS occur during time 
intervals 1[0, ]t  and 1[ , ]t t . which will be considered later in Section 2.2.2.1. 
In a typical application of LASMPs, the formation process of the second network 
is achieved by fixing the deformation during light irradiation. Therefore, in this study we 
just consider the case of the formation of the second network under constant strain or 
stretch, while the case of constant stress will not be discussed in this paper wherein the 
constitutive model will be more complicated since the newly formed network has an 
evolving natural configuration. The deformation gradients of the two networks are 
related through:
 
  
1( ) ( ) ( )Kb Kat t tF F F   (2.112)
 
In the constant stretch situation, ( )Kb t F I  and 1 1( ) ( ) ( ),Ka Kat t t t t  F F F , 
which means that the second network does not undergo deformation, so the stress from 
second network during this period will be zero and the total stress-stretch/strain 
relationship will be the same as equation (2.107). In our previous study [51], we 
modeled the thin PMC LASMPs under the assumption that both networks are elastic but 
with two different stress free configurations, where we have 
( )
( )
ad t s
d t s



D
0 , so 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )e TKa Da Kat p t t t  T I F S F . By keeping the stretch or strain constant while radiating 
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the polymer to activate the second network, the stresses in elastic LASMPs will not 
change. However, if we consider the viscoelastic behavior of LASMPs when 
( )
( )
ad t s
d t s



D
0 , they can exhibit stress relaxation, and during light irradiation, the stress 
is no longer constant but relaxing with time. So within the context of the viscoelastic 
model, the constitutive relation of LASMPs during light irradiation, when the 
deformation is fixed, reduces to: 
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During the irradiation process 1[ , ]t t t , the elastic stress part 
e
DS is constant due to 
keeping the stretch fixed. We consider solid like isotropic viscoelastic behavior for both 
networks, and the tensorial reduced relaxation function can be expressed by its 
component with the following form: 
 /( ) (1 ) ( , )iti ii
oi oi
D t e i a b
 
 
      (2.114) 
where oi  and i  are the shear modulus and long-time shear modulus, respectively, for 
the network i, i is their characteristic relaxation time.  
The properties of LASMPs, such as the shear modulus oi and relaxation 
characteristic time i , can also change because of the formation of the second network. 
In this study, we assume the shear modulus of each network is a function of the current 
volume ratio of the second network , which can be expressed as: ( )i i   , where i
is the new modulus of each network, and we keep relaxation time i same. 
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For PMC LASMPs, the property of the original network will not change since it 
has no conversion or transformation to the second network, and only the properties of 
the second network will change by the formation process. However, tracking the phases 
formed at different times will be computationally very expensive, and also there is 
limited experimental data for us to corroborate the model during such a process. 
Therefore, we simplify this process by assuming the shear modulus b b  , where 
is the volume ratio of the second network and b is the shear modulus when the second 
network is formed completely at 1  .  
 For PNR LASMPs, the formation mechanism of the second network is different 
from PMC LASMPs. PNR LASMPs transform some parts of the original network into a 
new network under light irradiation, so we have to take the formation process of the new 
network into consideration since the cleavage of the original network affects its 
mechanical property such as the shear modulus and/or the relaxation characteristic time. 
If the volume ratio of the second network is , the remaining volume fraction of the 
original network is (1-).  Based on this, we modify the constitutive equation in Eq. 
(2.113) for PNR LASMPs. We still assume the shear modulus of the second network is 
( )b b   , the shear modulus of the original network is (1 ) ( )a a a       . When 
there is no decrease of the original network =0,   then a a  . As a consequence of 
the network rearrangement, the shear modulus of the original network appears to decline 
which causes the body to experience more significant stress relaxation behavior, and the 
modulus of the newly formed (second) network will increase. This effect can be 
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incorporated by choosing proper functions for ( )i i   . With regard to how the 
formation process of the new network is modeled, we will adopt the methodology 
developed by Long et al. [42] which is discussed in Section 2.2.2.2. 
By holding the stretch constant, we can determine the corresponding stress by 
analytical or numerical calculations. The classical trapezoid integration algorithm and 
recursive method are implemented to get the approximate solution.  
 
2.4.1.4 Unloading of the two-network mixtures 
As a consequence of the formation of the second network, the body will not go 
back to the original configuration by unloading the force but comes to a temporary shape 
because there are two networks in the body to support the stress. The original network 
tends to recover the entire deformation, while the new network tends to hold the 
deformation upon removing the force. The response of the mixture of the two networks 
is in the form of equation (2.109), the total stress is the summation of the partial stresses 
of two networks, which are  
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where 2t is the final time of the formation of the second network and the starting time for 
the unloading and the current time 2t t . It is noted that the stress from the second 
network is not zero because the second network is also deformed ( )Kb t F I .  
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Equations (2.109), (2.115), (2.116) are valid for both PMC and PNR LASMPs, 
but the shear modulus of PNR LASMPs should be obtained by the function u
i
= u
i
(a)as 
discussed above. So the total stress of the two-network mixture leads to  
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During unloading, we release the force gradually and investigate how the stretch 
of the body changes with stress. However, from eqn. (2.117) we can see that the stress is 
given in terms of the integral of the history of the strain or stretch with a kernel 
representing the fading memory of the material. To determine the stretch from known 
stresses is challenging because of the necessity of carrying information about the history 
of the material response over time that makes it difficult or impossible to obtain the form 
E= f (T) analytically. To solve this problem, De Pascalis et al. [57] adopted a discrete 
numerical method. In this article, we use a combination of classical trapezoidal 
algorithm, recursive method, and Newton–Raphson scheme which seem much easier to 
implement. The detailed numerical procedure is outlined in Appendix 2. 
 
2.4.2 Boundary-initial value problems 
In this section we study the viscoelastic responses of thin PMC LASMPs within 
the context of several boundary value problems. Parametric studies are carried out in 
order to understand the qualitative behavior of the model.  The neo-Hookean model is 
considered for the elastic instantaneous behavior, so that we can compare the response of 
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our viscoelastic LASMP with the ones in our previous study. For the relaxation function, 
we take the values 5, 20 =0.6a a    ， for our particular calculation. Then in section 
‗‗PNR LASMPs‘‘ , we will show how to use our viscoelastic model to fit the 
experimental data reported in the literature [33] and capture the stress relaxation 
behavior of PNR LASMPs. 
 
2.4.2.1 PMC LASMPs 
1. Uniaxial tension 
In the case of uniaxial tension, during the loading period, only the original 
network is carrying the load and Eq. (2.105) leads to, 
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So we have 
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 Here 1W , 2W  are the derivatives of strain energy function W  with respect to the 
principal invariants of the left Cauchy-Green tensor B denoted by 1I  and 2I . In the case 
of the purely elastic neo-Hookean response, (2.120) is rewritten as 
    2 1 2 3 1 3
0
( )( ) 2 1
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(2.122) 
After prescribing mechanical loads to the body to a specified stretch ratio at 
time 1t , we expose the material to the light to form the second network.  During the 
formation, we keep the stretch constant till time 2t , the stress will be relaxing due to the 
viscoelasticity of the polymer. The stress-stretch relation can be determined as following: 
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We see that there are three terms, each of which can be associated with different 
physical mechanisms. The first term is related to the instantaneous elastic response, the 
second is due to the relaxation of the stress from purely mechanical loading from time 0 
to 1t , and the third term represents the effect of time evolution due to viscoelasticity 
during light radiation from time 1t  to t .  
When the required percentage of the second network is formed, we then unload 
the force gradually to zero at time 3t . Now the two networks carry the load, which would 
cause some amount of stretch to be retained by the material. Each network exhibits the 
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mechanical response described by the constitutive equation (2.120), and the total stress 
of two-network mixture in the tension direction is: 
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Even after the stress is totally released, LASMPs will still exhibit stretch 
changes due to the viscoelasticity which is reflected in our calculations. Several 
calculations are carried out to investigate the effects of the various parameters and 
differences between the quasi-linear viscoelastic model and neo-Hookean model. 
Figures 17 show how the value of / a  can influence the relations between stress, 
stretch and time. From the results, we can see that larger / a  leads to stiffer 
materials, which are seen from the loading and unloading paths, and the amount of 
stress relaxation is smaller during light irradiation. In other words, the body with 
larger / a   responds much more like an elastic body and exhibits less viscoelastic 
behavior. 
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(a)          (b) 
 
(c) 
Fig. 17 (a) Stress-stretch plot of LASMPs for different values. (b) Stretch-time plot of 
LASMPs for different values. (c) Stress-time plot of LASMPs for different values 
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(a)       (b) 
 
(c) 
Fig. 18 (a) The corresponding stress-stretch plot of LASMPs for different values. (b) 
Stretch-time plot of LASMPs for different values. (c) Stress-time plot of LASMPs for 
different values 
 
Figures 18 depict the effect of the characteristic time a with regard to the stress 
response and stretch with respect to time. It is noted that if a is larger, the stress will 
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increase much faster when loading, and relax faster under light irradiation. During and 
after the unloading period, the stretch decreases at a much slower rate.  
 
 
Fig. 19 Comparison between the responses of the quasi-linear viscoelastic and neo-
Hookean model: Stress versus stretch (Left) and Stress versus time (Right) 
 
A comparison of the mechanical response of the quasi-linear viscoelastic model 
and the neo-Hookean elastic model can be carried out by referring to Fig 19. We note 
that the viscoelastic body, with the same instantaneous elastic response of the elastic 
body undergoes a far larger deformation when subjected to identical loading histories.  
 
2. Biaxial tension 
Biaxial tension which is also a common deformation can be described as: 
 
1 2
1 2
1
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 
 (2.125) 
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where 1 , 2 are the stretch ratios in the ,x y directions respectively, and 1  can be 
equal or different from 2 . Similarly we can have
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We assume that the stretch 1 and 2 are given through: 
 1 1 2 21 , 1k t k t       (2.127) 
At 1t t , we keep the stretch ratio constant and expose the stretched body to irradiation 
by light, whereby the second network starts forming. During this time period, we assume 
the second network makes no contribution to the total stress, and therefore the stress 
components at the two tensile directions should have the same form as before. When the 
amount of the second network reaches the volume fraction   at 2t t we start unloading. 
During this time period, both networks carry the total stress and together. The stress bT
carried by the second network can be derived using the same procedure above and is 
given by 
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(2.128) 
Although the procedure to obtain the constitutive relation is similar to that for the 
uniaxial tension problem, obtaining the solution is more challenging as there are two 
variables involved which are of high order and the equations are coupled.  
 
3. Equal biaxial tension 
We first calculate the equal biaxial tension case by setting the values of the 
loading rate and unloading rate 1 2 0.1k k  . Fig.20 portrays that two tensile stresses 
11 22,T T exhibit the same response and this makes sense since we assume that the body is 
isotropic. 
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Fig. 20 Equal biaxial tension of LASMPs: Stress versus time (Left) and Stretch versus 
time (Right) 
 
4. Unequal biaxial tension 
For the case of unequal biaxial tension, we find an interesting response 
characteristic when we have different values for the loading or unloading rate. When we 
keep the loading/unloading rate in the y  direction to be 2 0.1k  , and increase the 
loading/unloading rate at x  direction to 1 0.15k  , we obtain the responses that are 
depicted  in Fig. 21, and this is to be expected. During the loading period, 11T  increases 
much faster than 22T because of higher loading rate, and the unloading period is the same 
in both directions. During the unloading period, the stretches in the two directions are 
reduced as is to be expected. When we increase the loading rate in the x-direction further 
and set 1 0.2k  , nothing new is observed with regard to the stress response (see Fig.22), 
however the stretch in the y direction during the loading period appears to show some 
increase initially but then decreases, a consequence of the incompressibility of the body. 
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Fig. 21 Unequal biaxial tension of LASMPs: Stress versus time (Left) and Stretch versus 
time (Right) 
 
 
Fig. 22 Unequal biaxial tension of LASMPs: Stress versus time (Left) and Stretch versus 
time (Right) 
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2.4.2.2 PNR LASMPs 
In this section we show how our model can capture the behavior of PNR 
LASMPs. As discussed earlier, the mechanism of PNR LASMPs is slightly different 
from the one of PMC LASMPs. The multi-network configuration approach is adopted to 
capture the microstructural changes of polymers due to the external stimuli, so the 
constitutive equations can be the same form of PMC LASMPs as in Eqs. (2.108)-(2.112) 
but need to take into consideration the changes of the mechanical properties of the 
different networks due to the cleavage and formation. The shear modulus and relaxation 
characteristic time can change because of the network rearrangement, and in this study 
we assume that the shear modulus is a function of the current volume ratio of the new 
network which can be expressed as: ( )i iu u  , where ui is the new modulus and  is 
the volume ratio of the new network, and keep the relaxation time  same. The 
remaining volume fraction of the original network is given by (1-). 
Long et al. [42] have described the formation process of PNR LASMPs from the 
viewpoint of photochemistry and given the local time evolution of the volume ratios of 
the original and new networks as shown below, which is adopted in this study. 
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Here 
originalf is the volume ratio of the original network,  is volume ratio of the 
new network, 1k  and p are material parameters, RC is the concentration field of the 
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free radicals. The evolution of the free radicals and photo initiator concentration can 
be described by: 
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where IC is the concentration field of initiators, i is photo initiator molar 
absorptivity, i is quantum efficiency of the photo initiation, I is the light intensity, 
AN , h , are Avogadro‘s number, Planck‘s constant, and light frequency, RD , ID
are radical and initiator diffusivity, m is the parameter to describe the number of free 
radicals produced by each photo initiator, termk , n  are the radical termination 
constants. For a thin sample studied here, RC , IC are assumed to be the same at 
every point in the material, then we can simplify (80)(81) by ignoring the terms with 
2 ( , )RC t y and 
2 ( , )IC t y  which means RC IC only depend on time. By using the 
same values as in [43] and solving the equations (2.129) to (2.131), we obtain the 
volume ratio of the original network 
originalf  which is: 
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(2.132) 
where i i
A
I
N h
 


  . Then for our application we choose the following form for the 
shear modulus: 
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(1 )originalc fc
i i iu u e u e
     (2.133) 
where c is a positive constant.  
 
Table 1. The parameter values of the model used in the calculation 
Parameters Values Description 
i

 (Lmol
-1
cm
-1
)
 118 photo initiator molar absorptivity 
i

 (Dimensionless)
 0.5 quantum efficiency of the photo initiation 
I  (mWcm
-2
) 40 the light intensity 
AN (
 
mol
−1
)
 6.02214129e23 Avogadro‘s number 
h ( J⋅s) 6.62607004e-34 Planck‘s constant 
 (Hz) 8.213e14 light frequency 
m (dimensionless) 2 
parameter to describe the number of free 
radicals produced by each photo initiator 
termk ((L mol-1)n-1 s-1) 1.0e4 
the radical termination constants 
n ( dimensionless) 1 
1k ( m3 mol-1 s-1)
  300 
material parameters 
p ( dimensionless) 1.0 
 
 Three experimental tests were carried out by Long et al. [33] to investigate the 
relaxation response of PNR LASMPs. The three experiments differ either in the 
weight percentage of Irgacure 184 or in the irradiation treatment, but the same 
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loading history is maintained in all of them, namely extension for 12 minutes at the 
rate of 0.5% strain per minute and then keeping the strain constant for around one 
hour. The first specimen is not a standard PNR LASMPs because it had no Irgacure 
184 which is a kind of photo initiator although subjected to light irradiation, so it is 
impossible to form a new network which is out of our study scope here. The second 
specimen received both light irradiation and consists of 3 wt% Irgacure 184 which 
is the standard setting of PNR LASMPs. The third specimen contained 3 wt% 
Irgacure 184 but didn‘t receive light irradiation, but it can be used for capturing the 
viscoelastic behavior of the PNR LASMPs before light activation. Hence we will 
consider the second and third experiments for our parameter calibration. We 
consider the following steps in calibrating the four parameters a , 
a


 , a , c . The 
first step is to calibrate a , 
a


 , a  by using the experimental data in the absence of 
light irradiation, which is mainly the original network. The initial values are 
determined by observing the characteristics of the experiment data. During loading, 
we can see the stress-strain history relation is quasi-linear, so we can get the 
approximate instantaneous modulus
0
0.57
9.5
0.06
aE MPa  and then the shear  
modulus is 00 3.2
2(1 0.5)
a
a
E
MPa  

. During light irradiation, we estimate the 
characteristic relaxation time from the inflection point of the curve which is close to 
0 16a  and set the initial value of 
a


 =0.5.  In the second step, we determine the 
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parameter c . The software OriginPro 2015 is used to digitize the experimental data 
and find the optimal parameter values. The calibrated material parameters are 
3.3a  , 0.39
a


  , 15a  , 255c  . Figure 23 shows a comparison of the 
response the model and experimental data. We note that our model can capture the 
behavior of PNR LASMPs quite well. 
 
 
Fig. 23 Application of viscoelastic model on PNR LASMPs compared with experimental 
data from reference [33] 
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CHAPTER III  
FINITE ELEMENT IMPLEMENTATION OF CONSTITUTIVE MODELS OF 
LIGHT-ACTIVATED SHAPE MEMORY POLYMERS 
 
Light-activated shape memory polymer (LASMP) is a new generation of active 
materials that undergoes multiple phase transformations upon light irradiation at 
different wavelength and intensities. This type of materials has potential applications in 
adaptive and shape reconfiguration structures in biomedical and aerospace engineering. 
In many engineering applications the adaptive structures are often in the form of rather 
complex geometries and subjected to various boundary conditions, in which obtaining 
exact analytical solutions in predicting the response of such adaptive structures becomes 
impossible. In such situation, numerical methods are usually considered which give 
approximate solutions. In this chapter, the constitutive models developed for elastic and 
viscoelastic LASMPs in Chapter II are implemented within ABAQUS finite element (FE) 
through the use of user-material subroutines (UMAT). Both isotropic and deformation 
induced anisotropic cases are presented. For the anisotropic hyperelastic model, a 
modified model is developed to define the Cauchy stress and tangent stiffness at the 
material integration points within finite elements. The common method has been based 
on the volumetric-deviatoric separation form of the strain energy, which for some cases 
do not give reasonable physical results. The numerical results obtained from the UMAT 
ABAQUS FE are first compared with the results obtained from the analytical or semi-
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analytical solutions and standard ABAQUS FE solutions for several simple boundary 
value problems. The purpose is to verify the UMAT implementation. 
 
3.1 Introduction 
LASMPs have many potential applications. For example, they can be used as a 
scaffold for minimally invasive surgery or stents to remove the thrombus which 
obstructs the blood circulation; they can be designed as a damper in an automobile by 
changing the frequency of the systems; they are potentially being used in morphing 
structures in aircraft to reduce the effect of drag force due to fluid flow; they can also be 
incorporated as self-healing materials in structural components; and so on. In the 
previous chapter, also published in these references [51, 55] several constitutive models 
were developed to capture the mechanical behavior of light-activated shape memory 
polymers (LASMPs), and the solutions of some simple boundary value problems are 
also shown to investigate how the material responses. The general governing equations 
for adaptive structures using active materials are usually in the form of partial 
differential equations whose analytical solutions are often difficult or impossible to 
obtain. Thus, numerical methods, such as finite difference, finite element, and finite 
volume, are considered in such situation. Finite element method has shown great 
successes in solving multi-field problems. In this work, ABAQUS commercial FE code 
is used. Since there is not any constitutive model for LASMPs in ABAQUS standard 
library, a user material subroutine (UMAT) which is written in Fortran language is 
considered.  
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Table 2. Variables in UMAT 
STATEV An array containing the solution-dependent state variables 
TIME(1) 
Value of step time at the beginning of the current increment or 
frequency 
TIME(2) Value of total time at the beginning of the current increment 
DTIME Time increment. 
NDI Number of direct stress components at this point 
NSHR Number of engineering shear stress components at this point 
NTENS Size of the stress or strain component array (NDI + NSHR) 
NSTATEV 
Number of solution-dependent state variables that are associated 
with this material type 
NPROPS 
User-defined number of material constants associated with this 
user material 
DFGRD0 
Array containing the deformation gradient at the beginning of 
the increment 
DFGRD1 
Array containing the deformation gradient at the end of the 
increment 
PROPS 
User-specified array of material constants associated with this 
user material 
KSTEP Step number 
KINC Increment number 
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During the analysis, the user subroutine UMAT is called at each material 
integration point within elements at every time increment. Table 2 lists some variables 
that are passed to UMAT from the global structural elements [79]. 
 
The following variables should be defined and updated in UMAT:   
(1) STRESS. Here the measure of stress used is the Cauchy stress or true stress, and all 
six components should be defined and updated at the end of the increment. 
(2) STATEV: Solution-dependent state variables.  These are variables that will be used 
for the next time increment within the incremental formulation. For example, the 
volume ratio of the second network of LASMPs will evolve based on the stimuli 
prescribed to them and the deformation gradient at the time of the formation of the 
second network is needed to calculate the current deformation gradient of the second 
network. 
(3) DDSDDE: Material Jacobian tensor. It represents the stress increment for each strain 
increment which is also referred to as the material stiffness tensor, tangent modulus 
tensor or elasticity tensor in the case of elastic materials. 
 
The detailed numerical implementations are discussed below. 
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3.2 Preliminaries 
Let F  describe the kinematics of deformation locally in terms of deformation 
gradient tensor relative to some reference configuration, B and C  be the left and right 
Cauchy-Green tensors, respectively, defined by  TB FF , 
T
C F F . 
 
In the constitutive models of LASMPs [51, 55], hyperelastic models are 
employed to describe the mechanical behavior of LASMPs. A hyperelastic material is 
defined as an elastic material which possesses a stored elastic energy function W . From 
the principles of conservation of energy and conservation of angular momentum, the 
time derivative of the stored energy potential can be expressed as: 
 
1
2
W    S E S C
 (3.1) 
where S  is the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, E  is the Green strain tensor related 
with C by 
1
( )
2
 E C 1  . Assuming the stored strain energy W  is a function of C  and 
applying the chain rule, we have the following relation:  
 
1
2
W
W

   

C S C
C  (3.2) 
The stress is then obtained as: 
 2
W


S
C
 for arbitrary C  (3.3) 
By taking further material time derivative of the above equation, the stress rate is: 
 
2 1
2
2
W
   
 
S C C
C C  (3.4) 
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where is the material stiffness tensor expressed by Lagrangian variables: 
 
2
=2 =4
W 
  
S
C C C  (3.5) 
Here it should be noted that the above quantities of stress and stiffness tensor are 
not the one we need for UMAT in which the quantities should be expressed by the 
Eulerian description at the current configuration. Therefore, by substituting the relations 
1 T S F τF  and  TC F F into the rate form, it is found that: 
 
1
( )
2
    -1 -T -1 -T -1 -T T TF τF F τF F τF F F F F
 (3.6) 
where τ  is Kirchhoff stress. Further it can be transformed, 
 
1
[ ( )]
2
    -1 -T T T T Tτ FF τ τF F F F F F F F
 (3.7) 
Thus the rate form in the current configuration by Oldroyd or Lie rate of Kirchhoff stress 
is deduced as 
 
[ ( )] c      T T Tτ τ Lτ τL F F DF F DvL  (3.8) 
where   -1 -1L FF FF , 
1
( )
2
 TD L L  , and c is the transformed elasticity tensor 
related to by 
c
ijkl pqrs ip jq kr lsF F F F

 . It is noted that c is used in the older version of 
ABAQUS, while the form of the Zaremba-Jaumann objective rate of the Kirchhoff stress 
is  
 
T Z J     τ τ Wτ τW D  (3.9) 
where 
1
( )
2
  TW L L  , and 
Z J 
is related to 
c
by  
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ik jl il jk
1
= +
2
Z J c
jl ik jk il i j k l
             e e e e（ + + ）
 (3.10) 
The form of the material Jacobian tensor used in UMAT code is  
 
1MZ J Z J
J
 
 (3.11) 
and finally, the Cauchy stress is: 
 
1J σ τ  or  
1J  Tσ FSF  (3.12) 
where det( )J  F  which can reflect the volume change of the body. 
The strain energyW of the hyperelastic materials may be expressed as a function 
of the corresponding principal strain invariants of C which is a proper form to satisfy the 
frame indifference and the description requirements of material symmetry.  For isotropic 
hyperelastic materials, W  may be expressed as follow: 
 1 2 3
( ) ( , , )W W I I IC
 (3.13) 
The three invariants of the right Cauchy-Green tensor C are defined by 
 
2 2 2
1 2 3
1
, (( ) ), det
2
I tr I tr tr I J    C C C C
 (3.14)
 
and for the anisotropic hyperelastic materials, there are two more invariants added in 
order to describe the anisotropic characteristics which are mentioned in the model 
developed in Chapter II, which are: 
 1 0 0 1 0 0
,J K   C Cn n m m
 (3.15)
 
where 0 0
,n m
   are the anisotropic direction in the reference configuration. Then, the 
strain energy of the anisotropic hyperelastic material is: 
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 1 2 3 1 1
( ) ( , , , , )W W I I I J KC
 (3.16) 
 
3.3 Implementation of the LASMP models in UMAT 
Since the constitutive models for LASMPs are developed based on the theory of 
multiple natural configurations and the assumption of the mixture theory wherein the 
two networks have the same displacement, the total stress and elasticity tensor of the 
LASMP body are treated as the summation of the partial parts from the two networks. 
Three constitutive models for LASMPs have been developed in Chapter II which are 
isotropic elastic, anisotropic elastic, and quasi-linear viscoelastic models. These models 
are implemented in ABAQUS FE analysis. 
 
3.3.1 Isotropic elastic model of LASMPs 
This model assumes each network in LASMPs shows a rubber-like property, so a 
hyperelasticity model is employed to describe its behavior and the classical neo-
Hookean model is used for demonstrations. The total stress for is:  
 1 2
 σ σ σ
 (3.17) 
and the total elasticity tensor is:
 
 1 2
MZ J MZ J MZ J   
 (3.18)
 
where the subscripts 1, 2 represent the 1
st
 and 2
nd
 network respectively,   is the volume 
ratio of the second network. However, care must be taken on the deformation gradient of 
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the second network in 2σ  and 2
MZ J  because the second network has a different natural 
configuration from the original network, and the relationship below needs to be used: 
 
1
2 1 0
F FF
 (3.19) 
where 1F  is the total deformation gradient of the body or the deformation gradient of the 
first/original network, 0F  is the deformation gradient of the first network at time  when 
the second network starts to form. 
 
 
Fig. 24 Relationship of deformation gradient among different configurations 
 
3.3.1.1 Isotropic neo-Hookean model 
In order to implement the hyperelastic model in UMAT, it is assumed that the 
strain energy function for a slight compressible material is expressed by the summation 
of volumetric and isochoric components, which is 
 ( ) ( ) ( )W U J W C C  (3.20) 
where U ,W are the volumetric and isochoric stored-energy potentials, respectively. 
This decoupled form can facilitate the derivation of the stress and elasticity tensor in a 
reduced form, and also the derived formulations in FE analysis can eliminate the element 
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locking issues due to the incompressibility of the materials. Here the incompressibility 
constraint can be simply achieved for this uncoupled form of the strain energy, by 
assuming a properly high value of the bulk modulus. For an isotropic neo-Hookean solid, 
the strain energy is in the form of: 
 
2
1
1
1
( 3) ( 1)
2
W I J
D

   
 (3.21) 
the volumetric component is 
 2
1
1
( 1)U J
D
    (3.22) 
and the isochoric component is 
 
1( 3)
2
W I

 
 (3.23) 
From this strain energy, the Cauchy stress and Jacobian matrix are: 
 
1
1
1
2 1
( 1) ( )
3
J J I
D J
    σ τ I B I
 (3.24) 
ik jl il jk 1 ij kl kl ij ij kl
1
1 2 1 2
[ ( ) ( )] (2 1)
2 3 3
MZ J
ijkl jl ik jk il ij klB B B B I B B J
J D

                + +
 
  (3.25) 
Detailed derivations can be found in the Appendix B. 
 Two simple boundary value problems, uniaxial and biaxial tension, are first 
considered to evaluate the UMAT code for the isotropic neo-Hookean model by 
comparing with the results obtained from Abaqus built-in neo-Hookean model. 
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1. Uniaxial tension 
As shown in Fig.25, a cubic block with dimension of 20mmx20mmx20mm is 
stretched by a force of 4KN on the right side along x direction and the roller constraints 
are imposed on the left, bottom and front faces of the body respectively. This case is a 
simulation of the uniaxial tension experiment and just one eighth of the experimental 
sample is taken out for analysis due to symmetry. 
 
  
Fig. 25 Uniaxial tension of single element 
 
The entire body is meshed as one single element and modeled as a homogeneous 
isotropic neo-Hookean material. By comparing the responses from the UMAT and 
ABAQUS built-in neo-Hookean model, Fig.26 to Fig 30, the developed UMAT 
subroutine is first validated. Fig. 30 showed the relations between stress and stretch from 
UMAT and ABAQUS built-in model.  The values of shear modulus 20MPa   and 
constant 1 3 8D e   are used in the calculation. 
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Fig. 26 Stress under uniaxial tension: UMAT (Left) and Abaqus Built-in Model (Right) 
  
Fig. 27 x- direction displacement under uniaxial tension: UMAT (Left) and Abaqus 
Built-in Model (Right) 
  
Fig. 28 y- direction displacement under uniaxial tension: UMAT (Left) and Abaqus 
Built-in Model (Right) 
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Fig. 29 z- direction displacement under uniaxial tension: UMAT (Left) and Abaqus 
Built-in Model (Right) 
 
 
Fig. 30 Comparison of stress vs stretch between UMAT and Abaqus Built-in Model 
under uniaxial tension 
 
2. Biaxial tension 
Now based on the above uniaxial tension problem, we consider the case of biaxial 
tension by exerting a traction force of 2KN along x, y direction and keeping the 
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boundary constraints the same. Similarly, two groups of the results obtained from the 
UMAT and ABAQUS built-in model are in good agreements. 
 
Fig. 31 Biaxial tension of single element 
 
  
Fig. 32 Stress under biaxial tension: UMAT (Left) and Abaqus Built-in Model (Right) 
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Fig. 33 x- direction displacement under biaxial tension: UMAT (Left) and Abaqus Built-
in Model (Right) 
 
  
Fig. 34 y- direction displacement under biaxial tension: UMAT (Left) and Abaqus Built-
in Model (Right) 
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Fig. 35 z- direction displacement under biaxial tension: UMAT (Left) and Abaqus Built-
in Model (Right) 
 
 
Fig. 36 Comparison of stress vs stretch between UMAT and Abaqus Built-in Model 
under biaxial tension 
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The UMAT code up to this point has been validated for rather simple cases and will be 
used in the elastic constitutive model of LASMPs. 
 
3.3.1.2 Isotropic elastic model of LASMPs 
This model assumes that both networks are isotropic elastic. The constitutive 
equations have been described above. The Cauchy stress and Jacobian tensor for each 
network are calculated separately and then added together. However, each network has 
its own reference configuration, while the deformation gradient provided by ABAQUS 
interface via UMAT is the total deformation gradient of the body, which is also the 
deformation gradient of the original network. To obtain the deformation gradient 
associated with the second network, we need to store the values of the deformation 
gradient at the moment of the new network starting to form as solution dependent 
variables (SDV) and its determinant. In addition, we need to set as SDV is the volume 
ratio of the second network. Two cases are used here to test the UMAT code for 
isotropic elastic model of LASMPs. 
 
1. Uniaxial tension 
Using the same single element model, the following steps are considered in order to 
simulate the full cycle of the mechanisms of LASMPs: 
(1) Step1: stretch the body to the stretch ratio of 3. 
(2) Step 2: keep the stretch constant for the formation of the new network. 
(3) Step 3: release the load to the stress of zero. 
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(4) Step 4: keep the stress free state but decrease the volume ratio of the second network 
to be zero. 
 
 
Fig. 37 Comparison of stress vs stretch between UMAT and Matlab under uniaxial 
tension for LASMP isotropic elastic model 
 
From Fig.37, we can see that the response from the isotropic elastic UMAT code for 
LASMPs matches very well with the one obtained from analytical solution, obtained in 
Matlab code. 
 
2. Radial inflation 
For comparison with the results calculated from the analytical or semi-analytical 
solutions (solved in Matlab), the radial inflation is carried out by imposing a radial 
displacement of ratio of 2 as shown in Fig.38.  From the results after loading and 
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unloading in Fig. 39, all the material points at the same radius have the same 
displacements due to isotropy, and from the relation between pressure and inner radius 
in Fig. 40 it is seen that UMAT code gives correct solutions. 
 
 
Fig. 38 FEM model of cylinder annulus under inner pressure 
 
 
Fig. 39 Radial displacement of LASMPs under cylindrical inflation: Before unloading 
(Left) and After unloading (Right) 
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Fig. 40 Comparison of stress vs stretch between UMAT and Matlab under cylindrical 
inflation for LASMP isotropic elastic model 
 
3.3.2 Anisotropic elastic model of LASMPs 
Since the second network is formed based on a deformed shape, it may have 
some preferred orientations which can lead to anisotropic property. So hereby based on 
the isotropic elastic model, we take the possible anisotropy for consideration. The total 
stress and elasticity are in the same form as above except the part from the second 
network which is based on the anisotropic neo-Hookean model and the part from the 
first network still preserve the isotropic neo-Hookean form. 
 
3.3.2.1 Anisotropic neo-Hookean model 
The incompressible anisotropic hyperelastic constitutive model proposed by 
Holzapfel et al. is originally based upon the previous transversely isotropic constitutive 
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models [70], and widely used to model collagen fiber reinforced biological materials by 
taking into account the anisotropic contributions from the reinforced fiber families. 
Similar as above, for FE implementation the Lagrange multiplier penalty term is 
modified to a dilatation term which can approximate the incompressibility by a large 
value of bulk modulus. This compressible anisotropic hyperelastic model (HGO-C 
model) is widely used to describe the anisotropic soft tissues of incompressibility or 
some level of compressibility. However, several recent papers presented that the original 
form of the HGO-C model was shown to inaccurately capture the physical 
characteristics in some boundary conditions. For example, Vergori et al. [71] showed 
that a sphere described by HGO-C model was deformed into a larger sphere under a 
hydrostatic pressure, but this result is obviously not correct since that obtained response 
is actually an isotropic response without showing any anisotropic behavior and the 
realistic deformation shape of the body with anisotropic property should be an ellipsoid. 
Gilchrist et al. [72, 75] also showed that a transversely isotropic cube under hydrostatic 
tension deformed into another cube instead of a rectangular cuboid.  
In order to address this issue and improve the model accuracy, several 
researchers have addressed the mathematical issue involved and proposed different 
methods. For instance, Nolan et al. [73] gave a modified model wherein the anisotropic 
component used the full anisotropic invariants instead of the previous isochoric 
anisotropic invariants. Gilchris et al. [72] proposed a different form for the strain energy 
function in which the isochoric part remained unchanged while the volumetric part not 
only depended on J  or 3I  but also depended on 4I  (equivalent to the above 1J  and 1K ). 
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Here, both the original method and the modified method are considered and examined in 
order to capture the anisotropic behavior. 
 
a. The original method (HGO-C) 
The original HGO-C method splits the local deformation into volumetric and 
isochoric parts, and accordingly the strain energy function is expressed in the uncoupled 
form as follows: 
 0 0
( ) ( , , )W U J W  C n m
 (3.26) 
If based on the neo-Hookean model, the specific form of an orthotropic neo-Hookean 
solid is: 
2 2 2
,1 1 1 1 201 1 202 1
1/2 2 2 2
3 1 201 1 202 1
,3 1 1 1
1
( , , ) ( 3) ( 1) - + -
2
1
( 1) ( 3) - + -
2
( ) ( , )vol iso
W W J I J K I J C J C K
D
I I C J C K
D
W I W I J K


     
    
 
（ 1） （ 1）
（ 1） （ 1）
 (3.27) 
In the above form, the first term is the volumetric part of the strain energy
1/2 2
3
1
( 1)volW I
D
  , the second term is the isochoric part of the strain energy 
2 2
1 201 1 202 1( 3) - + -
2
isoW I C J C K

   （ 1） （ 1） which due to both isotropic and anisotropic 
deformation, and 2/31 1I J I
 , 2/31 1J J J
 , 2/31 1K J K

. 
 
For convenience, we will drop off the subscript and use W  and w  to represent the 
two parts of energy, and 4 5,I I to represent 1 1,J K . Therefore, 
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 3 1 4 5
( ) ( , , )W W I w I I I 
  (3.28) 
Before taking the neo-Hookean model into the derivation process of the Cauchy stress 
and elasticity tensor, we present a general form of the strain energy function as in Eq. 
(3.28). By the similar procedure (see Appendix C or literature [77,78]), we can obtain 
the forms of the Cauchy stress and elasticity tensor which are: 
 
1 201 4 4 202 5 5
201 202
4 4 5 5
2 2
[ ( 1) ( 2 ( 1) 2 ( 1) )]
3 2
4 4
( 1) ( 1)
J I C I I C I I
J D J
C C
I I I I
J J
 
       
     
σ B 1
n n m m
 (3.29) 
2/3
3 11
1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3
3 1 11 3 1 3 4 14 3 5 15
2 2 2 2
3 33 3 3 1 1 4 4 5 5 1 11 4 44 5 55 1 4 14
1 5 15 4 5 45
2/3 2/
3 14 4 4 3
1
4
1 1 1 1
( )( )
3 3 3 3
1
[ ( 2
9
2 2 )]
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c I w
I I w I w I I w I I w
I W I W I w I w I w I w I w I w I I w
I I w I I w
I w I I I
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   
 
 
       
        
  
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I w I I w I
   
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  (3.30) 
1 1
( )
2
MZ J c
ik jl ik jl il jk il jk i j k l
J
                e e e e
  (3.31)
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where 1
0n
n Fn  , 1 0m
m Fm  and ,n m   are the stretch quantities along the 0n , 0m
directions，
 
, {3}i
i
W
W i
I

 

 and , {1,4,5}i
i
w
w i
I

 

 
Now turn back to the neo-Hookean model and substitute the specific form of 
1/2 2
3
1
( 1)W I
D
  and 2 21 201 4 202 5( 3) - + -
2
w I C I C I

   （ 1） （ 1）into the above relations， 
we have 
 
1 201 4 4 202 5 5
201 202
4 4 5 5
2 2
[ ( 1) ( 2 ( 1) 2 ( 1) )]
3 2
4 4
( 1) ( 1)
J I C I I C I I
J D J
C C
I I I I
J J
 
       
     
σ B 1
n n m m
 (3.32) 
and  
2 2
1 201 4 4 202 5 5 201 4 202 5
201 4 4
202 5 5
1 1
( )
2
2
( )
3
2 4
[ (2 1) ( 2 ( 1) 2 ( 1) 2 2 )]
9 2
8
(2 1) ( )
3
8
(2 1) ( )
3
MZ J c
ik jl ik jl il jk il jk i j k l
J
J
J I C I I C I I C I C I
D J
C I I
J
C I I
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        


        
    
         
      
      

e e e e
B 1 1 B
1 1
1 n n n n 1
1 m m m m 1
2 2
201 4 202 5
1 201 4 4 202 5 5
8 8
4 4 1
[ ( 1) ( 2 ( 1) 2 ( 1) )]( )( )
3 2 2
1
( )
2
ik jl il jk i j k l
ik jl ik jl il jk il jk i j k l
C I C I
J J
J I C I I C I I
D J

   
       
      
           
      
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e e e e
e e e e
 
 (3.33) 
By reconstructing the above formulation, we can obtain that the stress and 
elasticity tensor are comprised of two parts, the isotropic and anisotropic parts: 
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 iso aniso
 σ σ σ
 (3.34)
  
 iso
=MZ J MZ J MZ Janiso
  
 (3.35) 
The isotropic part is nothing but same as the equations (3.24)(3.25), and the anisotropic 
parts are: 
 1 2 3aniso
A A A     σ I n n m m
 (3.36) 
 
4 5 6
7 8
2 3
2 3
2 3
( ) ( )
+ +
1
+ ( )
2
1
( )
2
1
( )
2
1
(
2
MZ J
aniso
ik jl i j k l
jl ik i j k l
il jk i j k l
jk
A A A
A A
A A
A A
A A
A




              
     
     
      
      

I I I n n n n I I m m m m I
n n n n m m m m
n n m m e e e e
n n m m e e e e
n n m m e e e e
2 3 )il i j k lA     n n m m e e e e
(3.37)
 
where  1 201 4 4 202 5 5
4
[ ( 1) ( 1) ]
3
A C I I C I I
J
   
, 2 201 4
4
( 1)A C I
J
 
 , 3 202 5
4
( 1)A C I
J
 
  
2 2
4 201 4 4 202 5 5 201 4 202 5
8
[ ( 1) ( 1) ]
9
A C I I C I I C I C I
J
     
 , 5 201 4
8
(2 1)
3
A C I
J
  
 ,
6 202 5
8
(2 1)
3
A C I
J
  
 , 7 201
8
A C
J

 , 8 202
8
A C
J

, 0
n Fn
 , 0
m Fm
  
 
b. A modified anisotropic model 
To address the issue pertinent to reasonable anisotropic deformations, we modify 
the strain energy into the following form: 
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2 2 2
,1 1 1 1 201 1 202 1
1
1
( , , ) ( 1) ( 3) - + -
2
W W J I J K J I C J C K
D

      （ 1） （ 1）
   (3.38) 
Using the same notation, we have 
 
2 1/2 2
3 3
1 1
1 1
( ) ( 1) ( 1)W W I J I
D D
    
 (3.39) 
and  
  
2 2
1 4 5 1 201 1 202 1( , , ) ( 3) - + -
2
w w I I I I C J C K

    （ 1） （ 1）
 (3.40) 
Then, 
1/2 3/2
3 3 33 3
1 1
(1 ) ,
2
W I W I
D D
     
1 11 14 15
4 201 4 41 44 201 45
5 202 5 51 54 55 202
,
,
, 0 , 0 , 0
2
2 ( 1) 0 , 2 , 0
2 ( 1) 0 , 0 , 2
w w w w
w C I w w C w
w C I w w w C

   
    
    
 
It should be noted that here the differentiation of w  with the subscript 4 and 5 are 
different than the original HGO-C method, where 4
4 1
w w
w
I J
 
 
 
, 5
5 1
w w
w
I K
 
 
 
 
1/3
3
1/2 1/2
3 3 3 1
201 0 0 0 0 202 0 0 0 0
1/2
3 3 1
1
( )
4 6
1 1 1
[ ( ) ]
2 9 2
2 2
1 1 1
[ (1 ) ]( )( )
3 2 2
c
ik jl il jk i j k l
I
I I I I
D D
C C
I I I
D
 


   


    
    
       
       
B 1 1 B
1 1
Fn Fn Fn Fn Fm Fm Fm Fm
e e e e
  (3.41) 
1 1
( )
2
MZ J c
ik jl ik jl il jk il jk i j k l
J
                e e e e
 (3.42) 
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By comparing the expressions, we can write the elasticity tensor as follow, 
 iso
=MZ J MZ J MZ Janiso
  
 (3.43) 
where 
iso
MZ J is the same as the neo-Hookean model, and MZ J
aniso
 is the added elasticity 
tensor due to anisotropy. 
201 202
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
201 202
1 0 0 1 0 0
201 202
1 0 0 1 0 0
8 8
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
4 41
[ ( 1)( ) ( ) ( 1)( ) ( ) ]
2
4 41
[ ( 1)( ) ( ) ( 1)( ) ( ) ]
2
41
[
2
MZ J
aniso ijkl i j k l i j k l
ik j l j l
jl i k i k
il
C C
Fn Fn Fn Fn Fm Fm Fm Fm
J J
C C
J Fn Fn K Fm Fm
J J
C C
J Fn Fn K Fm Fm
J J



  
   
   
 201 2021 0 0 1 0 0
201 202
1 0 0 1 0 0
4
( 1)( ) ( ) ( 1)( ) ( ) ]
4 41
[ ( 1)( ) ( ) ( 1)( ) ( ) ]
2
j k j k
jk i l i l
C C
J Fn Fn K Fm Fm
J J
C C
J Fn Fn K Fm Fm
J J

  
   
(3.44) 
Similarly, we can have iso aniso σ σ σ  where isoσ is same as the Cauchy stress of the 
neo-Hookean model, and anisoσ is the stress due to the anisotropic response. 
 201 202
1 0 0 1 0 0
4 4
( ) ( 1)( ) ( ) ( 1)( ) ( )aniso ij i j i j
C C
J Fn Fn K Fm Fm
J J
   σ  (3.45) 
In order to evaluate the UMAT subroutine of the anisotropic neo-Hookean model, 
we also investigate the three rather simple problems. 
 
1. Pure dilatation 
The first case is the pure dilatation problem as depicted in Fig. 41. The body is 
stretched along three principal directions with the same displacement, so the deformation 
gradient is F I . In our simulation, the body is a cube of dimension 20x20x20 and the 
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stretched displacement in three directions is 20. The material parameter considered are 
1 201 2025, 0.2, 1, 10D C C      , and  the anisotropic directions are 
'
0 (0.866, 0.5, 0) n , 
'
0 (0.5, 0.866, 0)m . It should be noticed that we give a 
comparatively large value of 1D  to ensure the body have the ability to change its volume. 
 
Fig. 41 Pure dilatation of single element 
 
From the contour plots as shown in Fig. 42, we can see that the von Mises stress 
obtained from the original method is nearly zero, and in contrast there is 57.2 MPa for 
the modified model. According to the formula of von Mises stress which is  
2 2 2 2 2 2
11 22 22 33 33 11 12 23 31
v
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2
        

       

 (3.46) 
it is only valid that the von mises stress is zero under the condition of 11 22 33     
and 12 23 31
0    
 .  Thus the traditional way cannot produce an anisotropic 
response as expected. The reason owing to this problem has already been explained by 
[74] mathematically. For pure dilation problem, the stretch tensor 
2C I  , 
3J   , the 
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invariants in anisotropic terms are 
2
1 4J I   ,
2
1 5K J    and the corresponding 
deviatoric parts are 
2/3
1 4 1 1J I J J
    , 
2/3
1 5 1 1K J J K
   . By substituting these 
values into the equation (3.45), we can get aniso σ 0  which results in an isotropic 
response for the traditional way, while the modified method can give a nonzero 
anisotropic stress because of J1≠1 and K1≠1. 
To clearly observe this issue, the relationships between the principal stresses S11, 
S22, S33 and stretch are plotted in Fig. 43. We can see the three principal stress 
components exactly coincide for the traditional way, while for the modified method they 
are different, which should be expected. 
           
Fig. 42 Stress under pure dilatation: Original method (Left) and Modified method (Right) 
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Fig. 43 Stress vs stretch of anisotropic model under pure dilation: Original method (Left) 
and Modified method (Right) 
 
2. Sphere inflation under hydrostatic stress 
Now we consider the sphere, of an anisotropic material, inflation problem under 
hydrostatic stress. By imposing a pressure of 0.45 MPa at the inner surface of the sphere, 
we can see the similar results to the pure dilation problem shown below in Fig. 44: the 
displacement magnitudes all over the outer surface in the left picture are almost the same 
within the range of 6.4-6.8mm, that means the original method deforms the sphere into 
another sphere which is an isotropic response; the right picture showed that the modified 
model deformed the sphere into an ellipsoid. Therefore, the modified model can produce 
realistic results wherein the stretches along x, y, z direction are different under the same 
stress. The values of
 1
5, 0.2,D   201 5,C  202 5C  , 
'
0 (0.866, 0.5, 0) n , 
'
0 (0.5, 0.866, 0)m  are used in the calculations. 
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Fig. 44 Displacement magnitude under spherical inflation: Original method (Left) and 
Modified method (Right) 
 
3. Reduction to isotropic neo-Hookean model : Uniaxial tension 
Now we further verify the anisotropic model by setting the values of 201 0C   and 
202 0C  , and compare the results with isotropic model. The uniaxial tension is taken 
here for our test. From the results we can see that the degenerated anisotropic model 
have a same exact with isotropic model. 
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(a)        (b) 
  
   (c)       (d) 
Fig. 45 Results of degenerated anisotropic model under uniaxial tension: (a) Von Mises 
stress (b) x-direction displacement (c) y-direction displacement (d) z-direction 
displacement 
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Fig. 46 Stress vs Stretch under uniaxial tension between degenerated anisotropic model 
(UMAT) and Abaqus built-in neo-Hookean model 
 
3.3.2.2 Anisotropic elastic model of LASMPs 
Two cases of uniaxial tension and radial inflation are used to test the anisotropic 
elastic model of LASMPs. 
 
1. Uniaxial tension 
Fig. 47 showed the displacement outputs before unloading and after unloading. 
From the results we can see when the body is released from the same amount of 
stretching as the isotropic model, the body can keep a much larger length. By 
comparison with the result from the analytical solution (implemented in Matlab), 
discussed in Chapter II the relationship between the stress and stretch from the UMAT 
agrees very well as plotted in Fig. 48. 
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   (a)             (b) 
Fig. 47 Results of LASMP anisotropic model under uniaxial tension: (a) x-direction 
displacement before unloading; (b) x-direction displacement after unloading 
 
 
 
Fig. 48 Comparison of stress vs. stretch between UMAT and Matlab under uniaxial 
tension for LASMP anisotropic elastic model 
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2. Radial inflation 
Fig. 49 showed the contour plots of displacement before unloading and after 
unloading. A similar result can be concluded: when there are two networks involved and 
the second network is described to be anisotropic elastic, the cylinder has a larger radius 
comparing with the response of isotropic model after stress is released. From the 
relationship between the inner radius and imposed pressure, UMAT code can keep a 
good agreement with semi-analytical solution in Chapter II. 
     
(a)          (b) 
Fig. 49 Cylindrical inflation output for LASMP anisotropic model: (a) radial 
displacement before unloading; (b) radial displacement after unloading 
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Fig. 50 Comparison of pressure vs inner radius between UMAT and Matlab under 
cylindrical inflation for LASMP anisotropic elastic model 
 
 
3.3.3 Quasi-linear viscoelastic model of LASMPs 
For the quasi-linear viscoelastic model, the form of the total stress and elasticity 
tensor are different from the elastic LASMPs. The formation process of the second 
network must be taken into calculation even under constant strain for the PNR 
mechanisms, the assumption is made that the shear modulus of the two networks are 
changing with the volume ratio of the second network. So the form of the stress and 
elasticity tensor should be expressed in the following forms: 
 1 2
 σ σ σ
  (3.47)
 
 1 2
MZ J MZ J MZ J   
 (3.48)
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Each of the networks is described by the quasi-linear viscoelastic model, and the volume 
ratio of the second network does not appear in the above the expression explicitly 
because it will play its role by influencing the shear modulus of the networks, that is 
( )i iu u  , and the volume ratio can be obtain by the evolution equations in Chapter II. 
 
3.3.3.1 neo-Hookean based QLV model 
The expression of the quasi-linear viscoelastic model of an incompressible body 
is:  
 
0
( )
( ) ( )( ( ) ( ) ) ( )
( )
t
e e T
D D
d t s
t p t t s ds t
d t s

   

D
T I F S S F
 (3.49)
 
To enforce the constraint of incompressibility, the penalty approach discussed above is 
used. The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress can be obtained as: 
 
1
0
( )
( 1) ( ) ( )
( )
t
e e
D D
d t s
KJ J t s ds
d t s
    

D
S C S S
 (3.50)
 
By comparing the expression with the one obtained from neo-Hookean model, the 
volumetric part is the same, so we just need to deal with the deviatoric part DS .
 
 
0
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
t
e e
D D D
d t s
t t s ds
d t s

 

D
S S S
 (3.51) 
We need to update the Cauchy stress and determine the updated Jacobian matrix for 
( )D tS ,  which is 
( )
2
( )
D
D
t
t



S
C
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The total Cauchy stress is: 
 
1( ) ( 1) ( ) ( ) ( )TDt K J J t t t
  σ I F S F
 (3.53) 
The Jacobian Matrix: 
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  (3.54)
 
By the same manipulations as above, using the push-forward operations, we can obtain 
the final Jacobian matrix used in ABAQUS UMAT subroutine, where the elastic 
response function is the neo-Hookean model: 
2
1 1
2/31
1
2 2
( 1) ( 2 )
( ) 2 2 1
[1 ( | )]( [ ] ( ))
2 ( ) 3 3 3n
c
n n a
s t
J J J
D D
t t d t s
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d t s

  
     
 
        
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1 1 I 1 1
D
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 (3.55)
 
and 
ik jl il jk
1 1
2
MZ J c
jl ik jk il i j k l
J
              e e e e（ + + ）
 (3.56)
 
If ( )tD is expressed with one term prony series 
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If written in index notation, 
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2/3 1
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D J I
  S 1 C  
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Since the quasi-linear viscoelastic model is a special case of nonlinear 
viscoelasticity and also an extension of elastic model, first a uniaxial tension is used to 
compare the result from degenerated QLV model by eliminating the effects of the time 
dependent property with the one from built-in neo-Hookean model, and then consider 
the time dependent behavior of QLV model by comparing with the Matlab result. 
 
1. Reduction to elastic behavior: Uniaxial tension 
A stretch loading is imposed on the right side of the body by the displacement 
control method till the stretch ratio of 3. When the time-dependent property is absent, the 
model reduces to an elastic response. Then after running the simulation, we can see the 
displacement contour in Fig. 51 and the stress-stretch relation curve in Fig. 52 are 
matched very well with the results obtained from built-in neo-Hookean model. 
 
 
Fig. 51 x- direction displacement: Elastic response from the QLV model (Left) and 
Abaqus built-in neo-Hookean model (Right) 
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Fig. 52 Comparison of stress vs stretch between degenerated QLV model and Abaqus 
built-in neo-Hookean model under uniaxial tension 
 
2. Time dependent behavior: 
To consider the time dependent response of QLV model, we set up a loading 
history as shown in Fig. 53. The body is stretch along x direction for 20 seconds till the 
stretch ratio of 3 and then hold stretch unchanged for another 20 seconds. Fig. 54 
showed that the results obtained from UMAT and Matlab match very well. 
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Fig. 53 Loading history for QLV model 
 
Fig. 54 Comparison of stress vs stretch between UMAT and Matlab under uniaxial 
tension for QLV model 
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3.3.3.2 Quasi-linear viscoelastic model of LASMPs 
For the QLV model, two cases of uniaxial and biaxial tension problems for 
analysis to taken here to verify the UMAT code. 
 
1. Uniaxial tension 
Four loading steps, as discussed previously, were defined and for each step the 
time period is set to be 20s. Due to lack of the experimental data, we cannot determine 
how the formation and cleavage of the new network evolve under the light irradiation, so 
after 60s we kept the volume ratio of the second network and stress state to see how the 
body responses. 
 
 
Fig. 55 Comparison between UMAT and Matlab for LASMP QLV model under uniaxial 
tension: Stress vs time (Left) and Stretch vs time (Right) 
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From the results, the UMAT code can give a good agreement with Matlab on the 
stress-stretch-time relationship. The small differences are caused by the numerical 
treatments, which actually can be reduced by small time increment. 
 
2. Biaxial tension 
To verify the capability of QLV UMAT code, we simulate the unequal biaxial 
tension case which was also calculated in Chapter II. In the first step, the body is 
stretched 60mm along x direction with stretch ratio of 4 and 40mm along y direction 
with stretch ratio of 3 in 20 seconds, and then followed by keeping stretch for 20 seconds 
for light irradiation. The corresponding force is then unloaded to zero in 20 seconds to 
see the response, and the response is monitored for 20 more seconds. 
 
For the stress contour plots, we can clearly see that the stress relaxed during the 
light irradiation period although the stretch does not have change which is different from 
the elastic model. By the relationship curves between stress versus time and stretch 
versus time we also can find that the UMAT code has a good agreement in the results 
with Matlab. The small differences can also be reduced further by decreasing the time 
increment of the analysis. 
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(a)       (b) 
   
   (c)         (d) 
Fig. 56 Von mises stress of LASMP QLV model under biaxial tension: (a) t=0; (b) t=20; 
(c) t=40; (d) t=60 
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Fig. 57 Comparison between UMAT and Matlab for LASMP QLV model under biaxial 
tension: Stress vs time (Left) and Stretch vs time (Right) 
 
3.3.3.3 Anisotropic quasi-linear viscoelastic model of LASMPs 
If anisotropy of the second network is considered, only the elastic stress e
DS of 
equation (3.49) or (3.50) need to be replaced by the anisotropic form which we have 
derived in section 3.4.2. 
2/3 1
1 201 1 0 0 202 1 0 0
1
( I ) 4 ( 1) 4 ( 1)
3
e
D J C J C K
        S 1 C n n m m
 (3.61) 
By substituting equations (3.61) and (3.45) into equations (3.58)-(3.60), we can obtain: 
 
( ) ( )MZ J MZ J MZ Jijkl ijkl iso ijkl aniso
   
 (3.62) 
where ( )MZ Jijkl iso
 is isotropic elastic material Jocobian same as (3.58) and ( )MZ Jijkl aniso
 is 
anisotropic term which is expressed as: 
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  (3.63) 
For the Cauchy stress we need to update two terms: ( )eD ntσ  and ( )ntP . 
201 202
1 1 0 0 1 0 0
4 41
( I ) ( 1) ( 1)
3
e
D
C C
J K
J J J

       σ B 1 Fn Fn Fm Fm  
( )ntP should be calculated by using anisotropic elastic stress of (3.61). Then by 
preserving the first network of LASMPs with isotropic QLV model and considering the 
second network with anisotropic QLV model, we use the simple uniaxial tension 
problem to investigate the responses. From the left picture of Fig. 58, we can see that the 
stress vs. time curves are same between anisotropic and isotropic QLV model, and the 
reason lies on that only first network is involved to carry the total stress before unloading 
and the unloading period is controlled by stress itself. From the right picture of Fig. 58 in 
the unloading period, the stretch decreases in a different way. The anisotropic model 
relaxes much slower since the anisotropic part of the second network stiffens the 
material. 
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Fig. 58 Comparison between LASMP anisotropic QLV model and isotropic QLV model: 
Stress vs. time (Left) and Stretch vs. time (Right) 
 
In this chapter, implementation of LASMPs models (elastic isotropic, elastic 
anisotropic, viscoelastic isotropic and anisotropic) in UMAT ABAQUS subroutine is 
presented. The responses from UMAT subroutine were compared with responses 
available in ABAQUS library and also analytical solutions, in order to validate the 
accuracy of the UMAT code. In the next chapter, several structural analyses on adaptive 
and shape reconfiguration structures are presented.  
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CHAPTER IV  
ANALYSES OF FLEXIBLE AND FOLDABLE STRUCTURES  
 
This chapter presents several structural analyses of flexible and foldable 
structures that can be deformed by mechanical or thermal stimulus and whose shapes are 
retained by light irradiation in the LASMP components. The influence of material 
isotropy and anisotropy, and stress relaxation behavior on the shape reconfiguration is 
also examined.  
 
4.1 Bending and torsion  
Let us first consider a LASMP plate of dimension 60mm x 20mm x 4 mm, as 
illustrated in Fig. 59. The plate is fixed on the left end. The initial deformation is 
produced by imposing a bending moment of 80N∙M on the right end. Once bending is 
achieved, light irradiation is prescribed followed by releasing the bending moment. 
Upon removing the moment, the plate only partially just relaxes back and retaining a 
bending shape. In the simulation, the shear modulus of 5MPa for the first network and 
20MPa for the second network and a volume ratio of 1.0 are used. A similar plate is now 
subjected to a twisting moment of 40 N∙M, and the response of the plate is shown in Fig 
60. After light activation and releasing the moment, the body still preserves a large twist 
deformation.  
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(a)        (b) 
              
   (c)       (d) 
Fig. 59 Displacement magnitude of LASMP plate under bending: (a) original shape (b) 
intermediate shape after loading but before light activation; (c) intermediate shape after 
light activation; (d) shape after unloading 
 
 
Fig. 60 Displacement magnitude under torsion: Before unloading (Left) and After 
unloading (Right) 
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4.2 Two-layer composite under tension 
Next we will consider a composite structure made of LASMPs and inactive 
material. As shown in Fig.61, the structure is made of two layers with hyperelastic 
material on the top and LASMP at the bottom, and each layer is a plate geometry of 
60mm x 20mm x 2 mm. The bilayer is first stretched uniaxially along its longitudinal 
axis to a stretch ratio of 2. At this stretch ratio, the LASMP is radiated to induce phase 
transformation and retain the current shape. The material parameters for LASMPs are 
5 ,a MPa  20b MPa  ， =1.0 , and the top layer is an incompressible neo-Hookean 
solid with shear modulus of 5MPa. When the left side of the body is totally fixed, upon 
removing the axial loading that causes the stretching, bending deformation is achieved as 
shown in Fig. 62. 
 
 
 
Fig. 61 Geometry of two-layer composite 
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Fig. 62 Displacement magnitude of two-layer composite under stretch with fixed end 
constraint: Before unloading (Above) and After unloading (Below) 
 
4.3 Multiple patches tension 
Another example is on placing LASMP patches on elastic substrates and 
depending on the locations and arrangements of patches and external prescribed stimuli, 
various shape configurations can be obtained. The structure is mechanically stretched 
along the x direction and followed by releasing the load. The following cases are 
considered: 
(1) Two LASMP patches are integrated to an elastic body as shown in Fig. 63. The body 
is an incompressible neo-Hookean plate with dimension of 60 mm x 20mm x 8mm, 
and the patch dimension is 8mm x 8mm x 4mm. We stretch the body along x 
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direction by displacement of 60mm and then keep the stretch constant for light 
activation, and then unload the force completely. The shear modulus of the main 
body is 20MPa   and the parameters for LASMPs are 5 ,a MPa  20b MPa  ，
=1.0 . 
 
   
(a)                                           (b)                                           (c) 
Fig. 63 Geometry of plates with two LASMP patches 
 
Fig. 64 shows the von Mises stress contour after loading and unloading and also 
the displacement magnitude after unloading. Similar to the result of two-layer composite 
plate tension problem, the body will curve up after releasing the force. But due to the 
location of the patches, the body is also twisted at the free end. Since the LASMP 
patches are much softer than the elastic body, the LASMP parts experience much large 
strain during loading that causes larger stress of the elastic body that is bonded with 
LASMP patches. After unloading, the elastic body tends to return back to the original 
shape while LASMPs become much stiffer and tends to retain the deformation. The 
results in Fig. 65 and Fig. 66 show different responses when different patches are 
arranged. 
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(a)       (b) 
 
(c) 
Fig. 64 Output of plate with geometry Fig 63(a) under stretch: (a) Von mises stress 
before unloading; (b) von-Mises stress after unloading; (c) displacement magnitude after 
unloading 
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(a)           (b) 
 
                                                                          (c) 
Fig. 65 Output of plate with geometry Fig 63(b) under stretch: (a) Von mises stress 
before unloading; (b) Von-mises stress after unloading; (c) displacement magnitude after 
unloading 
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(a)         (b) 
 
(c) 
Fig. 66 Output of plate with geometry Fig 63(c) under stretch: (a) Von mises stress 
before unloading; (b) Von-mises stress after unloading; (c) displacement magnitude after 
unloading 
 
(2) Three patches incorporated in the elastic body as shown in Fig. 67. Different 
deformed shapes are expected in these arrangements. Upon unloading, the existence 
of the new patch tries to pull back the body to the opposite direction. From the 
displacement magnitude, it is seen that when the three patches are on the same side 
(up or down), the body will significantly curve upward, while Fig. 70(c) showed less 
twisting but a wavy shape. 
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(a)                                      (b)                                          (c) 
Fig. 67 Geometry of plates with three LASMP patches 
 
 
(a)             (b) 
 
(c) 
Fig. 68 Output of plate with geometry Fig. 67(a) under stretch: (a) Von mises stress 
before unloading; (b) Von-mises stress after unloading; (c) displacement magnitude after 
unloading 
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(a)          (b) 
 
(c) 
Fig. 69 Output of plate with geometry Fig 67(b) under stretch: (a) Von mises stress 
before unloading; (b) Von-mises stress after unloading; (c) displacement magnitude after 
unloading 
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(a)          (b) 
 
(c) 
Fig. 70 Output of plate with geometry Fig 67(c) under stretch: (a) Von mises stress 
before unloading; (b) Von-mises stress after unloading; (c) displacement magnitude after 
unloading 
 
(3) Finally we consider a case of four LASMP patches distributed as below. Because the 
patches are distributed in an even and regular way, after releasing the load it shows a 
obvious twisted shape other than a bending bebavior  
 
Fig. 71 Geometry of plates with four LASMP patches 
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(a)            (b) 
 
(c) 
Fig. 72 Output of plate with geometry Fig. 71 under stretch: (a) Von mises stress before 
unloading; (b) Von-mises stress after unloading; (c) displacement magnitude after 
unloading 
 
From the above analysis, we can design different geometries by adjusting the 
quantities and location of the LASMP patches to induce various shape changes.  One can 
also consider a whole plate made of LASMP materials, but radiating it at different 
locations can induce different shape reconfigurations. 
 
4.4 Flapping wing 
LASMPs can also potentially be used to control shape changes in wing systems. 
Here we show an example of a flapping wing structure as shown in Fig. 73 which uses 
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the LASMPs to connect the other two elastic wings. Since the LASMPs have the shape 
memory functionality, the structure will have the flexibility to change its configurations 
at different state. 
 
Fig. 73 Geometry of soldered plate 
 
The structure is made of two linear elastic materials with modulus 510 MPa   
and Poisson ratio 0.3  , connected by LASMPs with the properties 5a MPa  ,
20b MPa  , =1.0 .  The linear elastic material has much larger modulus compared to 
that of LASMPs. Two calculations are carried out by imposing the bending moment of 
negative and positive 800 N∙M on the outer edge of the structure along the width 
direction。 
From the results we can see that the flat wing structures bend with an angle of 
155
o
 due to the bending moment. After the light irradiation and unloading the force, the 
wing structure slightly springs back to a bending angle of 160
o
. Further exposing the 
LASMPs to light of a specific frequency, shape recovery can be achieved. This flapping 
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wing analysis provides an example of the possibility using LASMPs to induce large 
deformation needed or different desired shapes during service. 
1. Moment: -800 N∙M 
 
Fig. 74 Displacement magnitude of soldered plate under bending of -800 N∙M: Before 
unloading (Left) and After unloading (Right) 
 
2. Moment: 800 N∙M 
 
Fig. 75 Displacement magnitude of soldered plate under bending of 800 N∙M: Before 
unloading (Left) and After unloading (Right) 
 
4.5 Foldable structures 
(1) Single winglet 
Shape memory materials have promising applications in airplane or spacecraft 
engineering. By employing the shape memory materials, the structures can morph into 
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different shapes. Fig.76 shows a single winglet structure made of two linear elastic plates 
and LASMP curved plated connected in between the two plates. 
 
Fig. 76 Geometry of single winglet 
 
Two simulations were carried out: one is to impose a bending moment of 
200MPa to open up the wings and the other is to impose a bending moment of -400MPa 
to close off the wings. Fig.77 is the initial state of the wings with angle of 90
o
. 
 
Fig. 77  Initial state of single winglet 
 
When the bending moment is 200 N∙M, the angle of wings opens up to 94.8o, and 
after light irradition and removal of the moment the angle decerases slightly to 94
o
. 
Figure 78 illustrates the shape changes before and after removal of the moment. 
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Fig. 78 Deformed state of single winglet under bending moment of 200N∙M: Before 
unloading (Left) and After unloading (Right) 
 
When a moment of -400MPa is considered, the wings bends to be an angle of 
67.6
o
, and go back and keep at the angle of 72.6
o
 after the light activation and release of 
the moment (Fig. 79). 
  
Fig. 79  Deformed state of single winglet under bending moment of -400N∙M: Before 
unloading (Left) and After unloading (Right) 
 
(2) Multi- winglets 
After simulating the deformation of a single wing structure, we can create folding 
systems by combining multiple wings with LASMPs as connectors for controlling shape 
configurations (Fig. 80). Plates A, B and C are elastic panels and the red curved plates in 
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between are LASMP materials. The three wings are jointed at the top and can rotate with 
the same pivot center. 
 
Fig. 80 Geometry of multi-winglets 
 
Several cases are studied which will be demonstrated below. 
1. Imposing different magnitude of bending moments to plates A, B, C at the same time. 
The bending moments exerted on plates A, B, and C are -1500 N∙mm, -600 N∙mm and -
300 N∙mm, respectively.  Fig.81 showed four deformation states of displacement 
magnitude. 
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(a)        (b) 
 
   (c)        (d) 
Fig. 81 Multi-winglets by imposing different bending moments simultaneously: (a) 
initial state; (b) intermediate state after loading but before activation; (c) intermediate 
state after activation; (d) after unloading state 
 
2. Imposing the same magnitude of bending moment to plates A, B, and C sequentially. 
The bending moment is -2000 N∙mm which is exerted on plate C first and then on plate 
B, followed by plate A. At each loading period, we keep the folded plates fixed and 
further deform the unfolded plates. For example, when we analyze the step of bending 
moment placing on the plate B, we fixed the plate C since it has already folded 
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completely, and similarly we fixed plate C and B for analyzing the step of bending 
moment placing on plate A. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 82, and the angle is 
changed from 90
o
 to 83.3
o
 to 84.7
o
. 
 
 
(a)          (b) 
   (c)                  (d) 
Fig. 82 Multi-winglets by imposing same bending moments sequentially: (a) initial state; 
(b) intermediate state after loading but before activation; (c) intermediate state after 
activation; (d) after unloading state 
 
3. Based on the above case, we increase the bending moment to 2500 N∙mm and load 
sequentially. To simulate the folding procedure much accurately, we cut the top of the 
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plate a little bit in order to all the plate rotate around the same pivot center. The results 
are shown below, and the angle changes from 90
o
 to 78
o
 to 81
o
. 
 
   (a)         (b) 
 
   (c)           (d) 
Fig. 83 Multi-winglets by imposing same bending moments sequentially: (a) initial state; 
(b) intermediate state after loading but before activation; (c) intermediate state after 
activation; (d) after unloading state 
 
However, in all the above calculations the angle does not change large enough. 
So to address this problem, we change the geometry a little bit and place the LASMP 
plate connected at the distance of 5mm away from the edge of the wings as shown in Fig. 
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84. The same magnitude of -2000MPa of the bending moment are exerted on plate A, B, 
C sequentially again, and from the results we can see that the structure experienced a 
very large deformation now. 
 
Fig. 84 New geometry of multi-winglets 
 
Fig. 85 presents the deformation at different states. Upon loading, the angle can 
achieve to 37.6
o
, and after light irradiation the angle can keep at 53
o
 when stress free. 
And furthermore, the angle can be decreased more by optimizing the geometry. 
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(a)         (b) 
 
   (c)        (d)    
Fig. 85 New multi-winglets by imposing same bending moments sequentially: (a) initial 
state; (b) intermediate state after loading but before activation; (c) intermediate state 
after activation; (d) after unloading state 
 
4.6 Thermal expansion induced shape deformation 
All the above discussions are based on that the initial deformation of the 
LASMPs that are caused by the mechanical loading, but actually the deformation can be 
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achieved by many ways, here we just show one example which is a thermal expansion 
induced shape deformation. 
For example, we can consider a lattice structure below, which was discussed in 
Janbaz et al. 2016 [81], for demonstration. The green parts are an elastic solid with neo-
Hookean material model and the red parts are made of a LASMP. These two kinds of 
materials have different thermal expansion coefficients, so when undergoing the same 
temperature changes the structures will bend and be curved. Similarly four analysis steps 
are created to simulate the full cycle of the mechanism: 
(1) Predefine the temperature of whole structure at T0, and then decrease the temperature 
to 1T . 
(2) Keep the temperature at 1T  and hold the deformation fixed for the light irradiation. 
(3) Return back the temperature to 0T . 
(4) Expose the structure to the light that cause the volume ratio of the second network 
decreased. 
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Fig. 86 Geometry of the lattice composite structure 
 
Fig. 87 Deformed state after cooling down 
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Fig. 87 showed the result of the first analysis step, the structures is deformed 
severely due to different thermal property. Fig. 88 shows the shape after the temperature 
returns back to the initial value and we can find that the structure does not completely 
recover. The values of the parameters are given in the calculation as follows:  
(1) Temperature 
0 325
oT C ,  1 200
oT C   
(2) Thermal coefficient for neo-Hookean solid is 1 0.001c   and for LASMPs for 0,  
(3) The material parameters for neo-Hookean solid are =5 MPa  with incompressibility, 
and for LASMPs are =5 MP , =20 MPa ba a   
 
Fig. 88  Deformed state after heating up 
 
Therefore from the viewpoint of shape memory function, thermal expansion can 
also work as a stimulus to induce the initial deformation of the structures. 
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4.7 Comparison between different models 
In this section, all the four constitutive models (elastic isotropy, elastic 
anisotropy, viscoelastic isotropy, and viscoelastic anisotropy) developed in Chapter II 
and III are examined and the responses due to different material models are compared. 
 
1. Bending 
Fig. 89 showed the results of four constitutive models used in the bending case of 
4.1. By comparing Fig. 89(a) and (b), (c) and (d) we can find that the anisotropy caused 
by the second network behaves much stiffer by fixing at a larger deformation after 
unloading, but the differences are not too much. While by comparing Fig.(a) and (c), (b) 
and (d), a very big difference caused by time dependent property can be observed. 
During loading, even only original network plays the role, the time dependent 
viscoelasticity produces a much larger bending shape. And also when unloading it still 
can be fixed at a large bending position. 
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(a) 
   
(b) 
Fig. 89  The responses of LASMP plate with different constitutive models under bending 
moment of 80N∙M. (a) Isotropic elastic model: loading (Left) and unloading (Right); (b) 
Anisotropic elastic model: loading (Left) and unloading (Right); (c) Isotropic 
viscoelastic model: loading (Left) and unloading (Right); (d) Anisotropic viscoelastic 
model: loading (Left) and unloading (Right) 
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(c) 
  
(d) 
Fig. 89  Continued. 
 
2. Flapping wing 
Fig. 90 showed the results of flapping wing structure for different models. By 
comparison, we can get the similar conclusion as above. The viscoelasticity can produce 
a much larger deformation, and the anisotropy leads to smaller recovery. 
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(a) 
   
(b) 
   
(c) 
    
(d) 
Fig. 90 The responses of flapping wing with different constitutive models under bending 
moment of -800N∙M. (a) Isotropic elastic model: loading (Left) and unloading (Right); 
(b) Anisotropic elastic model: loading (Left) and unloading (Right); (c) Isotropic 
viscoelastic model: loading (Left) and unloading (Right); (d) Anisotropic viscoelastic 
model: loading (Left) and unloading (Right) 
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3. Unit cell 
We further study the non-mechanical stimuli case. A unit cell from the lattice 
structure in 4.7 is used in the analysis. The initial deformation is caused by thermal 
expansion by heating up and releasing by cooling down. From the results, we can see 
that there are no big differences of the deformation after cooling down and heating up 
that indicates the deformation is mainly dominated by the thermal expansion rather than 
mechanical property. And the viscoelasticity weaken its role further on shape change, so 
viscoelasticity leads to much closer to the original configuration after cooling down, 
while the anisotropy can help fix a larger deformation. 
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(a) 
   
(b) 
Fig. 91 The responses of unit cell with different constitutive models due to thermal 
expansion. (a) Isotropic elastic model: loading (Left) and unloading (Right); (b) 
Anisotropic elastic model: loading (Left) and unloading (Right); (c) Isotropic 
viscoelastic model: loading (Left) and unloading (Right); (d) Anisotropic viscoelastic 
model: loading (Left) and unloading (Right) 
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(c) 
   
(d) 
Fig. 91 Continued. 
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CHAPTER V  
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 
 
5.1 Summary 
 The present work is focused on developing a constitutive model to describe the 
mechanical behavior of light-activated shape memory polymers. The constitutive 
framework is based on the theory of multiple natural configurations which has been 
widely used to describe a wide variety of material behaviors undergoing microstructural 
changes. Elastic and viscoelastic models are developed to describe the material 
behaviors. The original material configuration is assumed isotropic and as the material is 
being deformed the newly formed microstructure is modeled as either isotropic or 
anisotropic. Responses from different material behaviors and material symmetric are 
compared. The main accomplishments of this study are summarized as follows: 
1. An elastic model is developed for the PMC LASMPs and the new network is formed 
by activating the photoactive molecules without breaking of the original network. 
Both networks are assumed to behave like entropic elastic materials but with and 
without consideration of the material symmetry change. 
a. It is first assumed that both networks are isotropic and nonlinear elastic. If 
two networks involved in the body, they are assumed to have the same 
displacements when deformed, so the total stress is the summation of the 
stress from the two networks. 
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b. The second network is experienced anisotropic induced deformation within 
nonlinear elastic behavior. Since the second network is formed based on a 
deformed configuration which may cause some preferred orientation, and 
will show anisotropy mechanically. Two invariant terms relating anisotropic 
directions are incorporated in order to describe the anisotropic behaviors. 
2. A viscoelastic model is formulated in order to capture the stress relaxation behavior 
appeared in LASMPs. Within this framework, PMC and PNR mechanisms are 
considered.  The latter one has obvious stress relaxation behavior due to the light 
irradiation and the new network is formed based on the cleavage of the original 
network. For simplicity, a quasi-linear viscoelastic model is adopted. The volume 
ratios of the networks do not appear in the expression of the constitutive models 
explicitly, but play their role implicitly through changing the mechanical property of 
the networks such as shear modulus and relaxation time. 
3. The above constitutive models are implemented in ABAQUS user material (UMAT) 
subroutines for solving problems with complex geometries and boundary conditions. 
The UMAT formulations start from the strain energy in terms of invariants. For the 
anisotropic model, instead of using the deviatoric form of the invariants of Cauchy-
Green tensor in the anisotropic terms, the full form of the invariants is involved. The 
verification of UMAT codes are done by comparing the results with the one from 
Abaqus built-in models and/or analytical calculations.  
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4. Finally, several shape changes in more complex geometries and boundary conditions 
are simulated to evaluate the ability of LASMPs in inducing and retaining shape 
changes. In addition to prescribing mechanical loading to induce the deformation 
before light activation, a thermal stimulus is also taken into account for inducing 
shape changes and LASMPs are used for shape retention. 
 
5.2 Future work 
Several constitutive models have been developed and implemented into three 
dimensional finite element models in this work. Suggestions for further studies are as 
follow: 
1. More experimental data need to be explored to validate the models. In this work, due 
to lack of experiment data, we conducted parametric studies on understanding the 
response of PMC mechanism, and for PNR mechanism we calibrate the mechanical 
parameters with limited experimental data.  
2. A more general method of solutions is required. In the above analytical and 
numerical implementations, we just consider that case of keeping stretch or strain 
constant when light irradiation. However, the general scenario should be that light 
irradiation can be occurred at any time even when stretching. There are two ways to 
characterize the evolution process of the new networks, one is a phenomenological 
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method to capture the change of the volume ratio [69], and the other is to describe 
the process microscopically from the photochemistry point view [42].  
For a more general model, there are several aspects can be considered: 
a. Light propagation in the media: The formation and cleavage of the networks in 
LASMPs take place under the activation of light of specific frequencies or 
wavelength, so when light propagates in the media the intensity will change. In 
our model, we mainly focus on the thin structures and neglect the variations of 
the light throughout the thickness.  Besides, when the structure experiencing a 
large deformation, the incident light direction will be different as the body 
deforms. Therefore for accurate modeling, we need to consider the light change 
and its propagation in the body. 
b. Inhomogeneous property: For a thicker body, due to the light intensity 
weakening along the thickness the evolution of the microstructures will be 
different. For instance, some parts of the body may receive larger light intensity 
and the evolution of the new networks in that region is faster, while in contrast 
the evolution may not be initiated in some other parts. Different volume ratios of 
the networks in the body will produce different inhomogeneous property.  
c. Incorporating other stimuli to the structures: In this work we present the 
constitutive models mainly upon the mechanical loading induced the initial 
deformation and we also mentioned the case of shape deformation programmed 
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by the thermal stimulus. There are other stimuli possible to induce the 
deformation such as electricity, diffusion and so on. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
This appendix provides a description of the numerical method used to solve the 
integral equations. When the equations have two unknown variables existing in a 
nonlinear and coupled manner, it is not easy to obtain analytical solutions. For example, 
in the case of unequal biaxial tension problem in this paper, we need to obtain the two 
unknown stretches when unloading by prescribing the stress. In order to demonstrate the 
numerical algorithm, equations (4.18)-(4.19) are used. Equations (4.18)-(4.19) can be 
rewritten as: 
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In the above equations, the integral function is calculated by using the classical 
trapezoidal and recursive methods. Therefore, (A.1) and (A.2) can be expressed as: 
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Where the history variables are  
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After the elimination of the integral by the above operations, equations (A.3) and (A.4) 
become a set of nonlinear algebraic equations. The Newton-Raphson method is used to 
find out the solution of the unknowns 1 2( ), ( )t t  with the stress prescribed.  
 
Let consider (A.3) and (A.4) as ( ) R Λ 0 , where  
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and the consistent tangent matrix is defined as |
k



Λ
R
K
Λ
. An iteration is needed to 
determine the components of the stretch tensor, which is summarized below: 
(1) initialize  0T T ,  0Λ Λ , R 0 (where 0T  ， 0Λ are the stress and stretch when 
unloading begins) 
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(2) determine the initial K  
(3) iterate over the stress increment 
 Determine the stress incrementT (which is negative when unloading 
stress) 
 Set  T T T  
 Set  R R T  
 Check for tolerance
R
T
 
 Solve  Ku R  
 Update  Λ Λ u ; K ;R  
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APPENDIX B 
 
This appendix presents the derivation about the Cauchy stress and elasticity 
tensor of general hyperelastic model for Abaqus UMAT use and then neo-Hookean 
model is taken for demonstration. The strain energy function for a hyperelastic material 
with slight compressibility is 
 ( ) ( ) ( )W U J W C C  (B.1) 
where U ,W are the volumetric and isochoric stored-energy potentials respectively. 
In order to get the formulation of Cauchy stress and material stiffness tensor, by 
substituting the above form of strain energy into the formulas and making use of the 
chain rule, it turns to be: 
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where 1
1
[ ] [ ] ([ ] )
3
DEV   C C  . 
Then accordingly, the material elasticity tensor is: 
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procedure, some derivative results have been used:  
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J 



C
C , 
2/3 11( )
3
J  

  

C
C C
C , 
1
1
= 


 C
C
C ,  
1
1
2/3 1 1 4/31( )
3
J J 

     
 C
C
C C
C   (B.4)
 
Where is a fourth –order identity tensor, and 1
1 1 1 11( ) ( )
2
ijkl ik jl il jkC C C C
     
C
.
 
Then by using the formulas (3.10)-(3.12) we can get the stiffness tensor and Cauchy 
stress required for Abaqus UMAT implementation. 
And when isotropic neo-Hookean model is adopted, the strain energy function is in the 
form of: 
 
2
1
1
1
( 3) ( 1)
2
W I J
D

   
 (B.5)
 
According to the formulas derived above, we can easily get the following relations: 
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 1
2
W W I
I
  
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  
I
C C
, 1
2
J
U
J D
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
（ -1）
, 
2
2
1
2U
J D



, 
1
W
I

   

C I C
C  
 
2
( ) ( )
2
W W    
  
    
I 0
C C C C C , W
 0
 (B.6) 
And elasticity tensor is: 
  
1
1
1 1 2 1 1
1 1
2/3 1 1 1 1
1
2 2
= ( 1) ( 2 )
2 2 1
[ ] ( )
3 3 3
J J J
D D
J I 


   
    
    
      
C
C
C C C C
I C C I C C
 (B.7)
 By transforming by 
c
ijkl ip jq kr ls pqrsF F F F
  , we can get the Oldroyd rate which is: 
2 2/3
1
1 1
2 2 2 2 1
( 1) ( 2 ) [ ] ( )
3 3 3
c J J J J I
D D
              1 1 1 1 B 1 1 B 1 1
(B.8) 
The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress is: 
 
1 2/3 1
1
1
2 1
( 1) ( )
3
J J J I
D
     S C 1 C
 (B.9) 
Then by pushing forward operations, we can get the stress at current configuration: 
 
1
1
2 1
( 1) ( )
3
T J J I
D
    τ FSF I B I
 (B.10) 
 
1
1
1
2 1
( 1) ( )
3
J J I
D J
    σ τ I B I
 (B.11) 
And the elasticity tensor is 
 
ik jl il jk
1
= +
2
Z J c
jl ik jk il i j k l
             e e e e（ + + ）
 (B.12) 
Or expressed in a form of index notation: 
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 (B.13) 
And  
ik jl il jk 1 ij kl kl ij ij kl
1
1 2 1 2
[ ( ) ( )] (2 1)
2 3 3
MZ J
ijkl jl ik jk il ij klB B B B I B B J
J D

                + +
 
  (B.14)
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APPENDIX C 
 
This appendix presents the derivation about the Cauchy stress and elasticity 
tensor of anisotropic hyperelastic model for Abaqus UMAT use and then neo-Hookean 
model is taken for demonstration. The strain energy function of anisotropic hyperelastic 
model is: 
 3 1 4 5
( ) ( , , )W W I w I I I 
 (C.1) 
where 2
1 3, detI tr I J  C C , 1 0 0 1 0 0,J K   C Cn n m m ,  
2/3
1 1I J I
  , 2/34 1I J J
  , 
2/3
5 1I J K

. 
The 2
nd
 Piola-Kirchhoff stress can be derived as: 
1 1/3 1 1/3 1 1/3 1
3 3 1 3 1 4 3 0 4 5 3 0 5
1/3 1 1/3 1/3
1 3 3 3 1 1 4 4 5 5 4 3 0 5 3 0
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      
   
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 (C.2)
 
Where , {3}i
i
W
W i
I

 

 and , {1,4,5}i
i
w
w i
I

 

 
Some differential formulas have been used in above: 
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The Cauchy stress can be obtained by push-forward operations of the equation (C.2) 
1/3 1/3 1/3
1 3 3 3 1 1 4 4 5 5 4 3 4 5 3 5
1 1
[ ( )]
2 3
J w I W I w I w I w I w I I w I I          σ B I n n m m
 (C.4)
 
Where 1
0n
n Fn  , 1 0m
m Fm  and ,n m   are the stretch quantities along the 0n , 
0m directions. 
The following formula has been used in the push-forward operations: 
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* 1
*
0 4
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0 5
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

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 (C.5)
 
Now we come to derive the elasticity tensor, the spatial form is obtained first by 
derivative of the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress S  with respect to stretch tensor C  as 
expressed in the equation (C.6): 
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By push-forward operation using the above formula and 
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(C.7) 
Now for Neo-Hookean model, substitute the specific form of 
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   （ 1） 2202 5+ -C I（ 1） into the above relations， we can have 
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  (C.9) 
For Abaqus user material subroutine use, 
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And  
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